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TOt SEE DISTP3UTION

SWCTION I

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

a. During the last quarter, there were three major changes in
the staff and commanders of 11 FORCEY.

C (1) On 15 Feb brigadier General Robert C. Forbes becams
Chief of Staff. General Forbes was previously the Assistant Division
Comnader of the 9th Infantry Division. He replaced Colonel Jams H.
Dyson who was assigned to the Staff of the Army War College at Carlisle

SBarrackss, Pa.

(2) On 7 Mar General :1'rederick C. Weyand became the first
Deputy Commanding General of II WFORCEV. The position was established
when the II FFORCE7 ope-.tionL area was enlarged, anxl II FFORCEV 1.-w
given the additional mission of conducting operations in the IV Corps
Tactical Zone. General Weyand had previously commanded the 25th Infantry
Division since August of 1964.

(3) On 24 Mar Lieutenant General Bruce Palmer, Jr.,
formerly the CG, XVIII Airborne Corps, became Oomaanding General of
II PFOCEV. He replaced Lieutenant General Jonathan 0, Seaman, who had
commanded II FOROCEV from the date it was redesinated as II Field Force,
Vietnam on 15 March 1966. General Seaman was reassigned as special eon-
sultant in the Office of the Chief of Staff of the Akmy.

b. The major change in the force structure of II FFO•CEV was
the deployment of units to Operation OREGON. These units were transferred
to the operational control of III MAP when they closed on 9 April into
I Corps Tactical Zone. The units involved were:
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S(2) 2d Bn 11th Arty (155T)

1(3) 2d Sqdn 1th Aigd Car Ragt

(4) 71st Aelt Hel Co

S(5) 178th Asut Spt Hel Co

(6) CoC, 2d Bn 34th Armor

(7) Co C, 25th Med Bn
The only unit shown as deployed on the troop liat (Iml 1) is the 196th
Of units which remained in the III Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ). All ofthe OREGON units have been deleted from the II FFORCEV Order of Battle(Incl 2) because they are no longer available for emnloYvw.nt in the III
CTZ.

The artillery searchlight batteries, one assault helicopter company,and one assault support helicopter company deployed to UI PFORCEV from
CONUS.

The 7th an, Royal Australian Regiment replaced the 5th Bn, RLR
in the let Australian Task Force during April.

Three US combat tracker 16eams, trained in Malaya, returned toII FPORCEV. Two were attachel to 25th Inf Div and one to lot Inf Div.

c. The overall assignetl/attached strength of II FFORCEV hascontinued to inereasu. A comparison at the end of the last four re-
porting periods fol=r)', :

OFFICRWAYNTOFCER ENLISTE W4~
31 Jul 66 164 23 1024
31 Oct 66 205 29 1150
31 Ju.. 67 346 39 3107
30 Apr 67 359 36 3503

2
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d, II FFORCEV Order of Battle, to include lozation and the

e. A sketch showing the III Corps T4,tical 4one (CTZ) with
major unit CP locations is shown in Inmlosure 7 Inclosure 4 is a
sketch of the IV CTZ.

2. (FOUO) PEIIOMNNL, HEALTH, MORALE AND DISCIPLIMJ.

a. The personnel situation remains excellent in all units
assigned, attached or under opecationiil control of II FFORC.V. The
shortage of infantry captains in the 9th Infantry Divisiou is expected
to be solved by the USARV G-1 plan. USARV is trarnferring captains £rom
other units, divortLng selected incoming captains, and has made a one
time allocation of approximately 50 captains from CONUS. The MOBE for

11. 1 FFORCE"i ._. at. 'Jen approved. Therefore, it continuea to be
a challenge to obtain staff officer replacements for the MTOE spaces.
The transition through the period of rotational humps was smooth. Re-
placement personnel for TCE spaces were available to provide desired
overlap. Continued emphasis is being placed on the reduction of
rotational humps in II OTORCEV umits where applicable.

b. On 22 February the headquarters eutablished a vactical CP
at Dau Tieng for control of Operation JUNCTION CITY.

c. Development of the base camp continued satisfactorily.
Construction of a 500-man mess hall was completed; construction of semi-
permanent billets for enlisted personnel is nearing completion; and
temporary on-post billeting for key officer personnel was completed.
Construction has started on an EM Club and a Coinmity Center Building.

dabor The fllowing reductions were made in the Local NationalLabor Fo•s

CATEGORY OF WORKERS AUTH A.M
31•J•a•n6 7 30 Apr 67

Direct Hire 319 184

Daily Hire 550 307

This reduction will greatly assist in the Piaster Expenditures Reduction
Program, but it will delay self-help construction projects.

3
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.e The health of the comiand continues to be exeellent, (See
Section Ili Disease and Aeromadioal Evacuation)

f. Troop morale continuea to be high. Activities inclhoz

(1) Completion of one softball field and one permaient
volleyball couxt.

(2) Procurement of US0 shows to tncludez Nanc Sinatra,
Dale RoberBeon, Henry Fonda, D's, UWA Jamboree, the Slippery Rock
8tring Quartet and four others.

(3) The addition of car sallea, film and portrait section,
ohoe sales and a snack concession in the Post Rxhange.

g. The Office of the Provost Maxrshal had the following
significant activities during the quarter.

(1) Evacuation arrangaments were coordinated with the 69th
Military Police Group for the movement of 216 Prisoners of War. They were

Smoved from US Forces NW Collecting Points to the ARVN III Corps PW Camp
at Bien Hoa. Special evacuation arrangements were also coordinated
with the PM of I FPORCb'V for the movement of 200 NW's from the II CTZ.

(2) A study was made to determine the most suitable
location for a centralized control point for the eniy and exAt of in-
digenous personnel •r.••in the base camp. As a result, a check point

was established between the 552d Kilitary Feolice Company and the 9th
STransportation Company. Plans for the required struct~u c wv re Rubmitted

and approved. Construction in scheduled to begin in May 67. This will
- facilitate the processing of indigenous employees and improve security

-- of the base camp area.

S(3) The 3d Quarter P1 67 Offender Statistics Report wva
compiled on assigned and attached units. The report revealed increases
in offenses in five areams AWOL, curfew, pass, off-limits and traffic
violations. These increases were due primarily to intensified law
enforcement.

3. (C) I~rNTEa..CEc ANDi CONEIT1GNE

a. Three major operations were conducted by direction of this
headquarters during the reporting period. The intelligence ilformation

_ 4
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uPon which each of the operations was based and the ree-lt. of ac%.
havefa betL a rrized- kwOMy losses listed are total louses an of the
close of the operation or the Olose of the Teporthig period, whichever
was earlier.

(1) Operation FAMAX.

(a) Tnhtollgnoe Aepeotas This is a continuing
operation directed against the VC infraxtruoture, local force units
ancL inrtallationn in and around the Capital Military Distr'ct (CND).
Prior to Operation FAIRFAX, deterioration of GVE control was evident
by the WV'o increased freedom of mvement throughout the area, an
increase in &nerrilla strength and the expansion of the infruetructure.
GVK contre.l was weak, and large V0 units moved with little chanco of
detoction by US or GVN forces. This posed a major threat to the sub-
urbs of Saigon and to major GVN aud US installations within Saigon and
the CGM. The operation began on I Dec 1966 and was a-till in progress
at the nlo-e of the reportinZ period.

(b) R'sultst In the last quarter, there were no
large unit contacts in the 011D. DB Forces worked cloce]y with the GMN
military imd ci•ilian officials. The major acoomplishment of tw. period
wan the eabýl~shmnt of district oombirnd intelligence centers. A
center is jointly operated 4y the 1, ARVN and GVN forces of the dis-
triot. Intelligence from all 6ouroes is rapidly identified, evaluated
and disseminatedo Optimum results have been obtained beuause of imm-
diate reaction. It is further assumed that the numerous contacts with
.mall VC =nits is having a marked effect on the morale of the local V0
forces and the infrastructure in the area. Combined intelligenoe
centers have been established in three of the dintricts in the oper-
ational area. It is planned to esbablish centers in the remaining
three districts i(ting the next quarter. During the past three months
the mission of PperaLion FAIRFAX men expanded to include all districts
in the CMID. Total enemy losses, as of 30 April, for Operation FAIRFAX
follovs

1.Personnels 673 TO 1UA (MC), 109 NW, 1,534
detainees, 36 zeturnees.

2. Equipment Captureds 189 small arms, 1 M-72
L&W (US), 6 machim gun barrels, 13,173 rds small arms ammunition, 100
artillery and mortar rounds, 1-55 gal drum of mixed amunition, 391
gxeiadesq 19 land mines, 9 claymore mines, 18 booby traps, 820 lbs of

f 5S~CONFIDENTIAL
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TNT, 177.5 lbs of documents, 18 sampans, 17 outboard engines, 493 lbs
of medical supplies, 3 hommade radios, I loudspeaker, 27 small arm
megazzirmn, 1 fi dlng machine, misc radio parts, 40,890 SVN, 2 AN/
PRo-10 radios, 5 typewriterst 5 sewing machines, mise clothing, 3 gen-
erators, 180-4 tons of rice, 1,000 empty grenade casingsr, 200 lhe ot
alumiinum aheeting, i truck engine, l,000 lbs of scrap iron, I large

smelter, 7 steel plates 4 x 8 ft x It in, 156 bottles of penicillin,
12 plows, 5 shovels, I trip flare end 9 M-79 rdas.

•. Equipment destrayed, 510 military struc-
tures, i,868 btukers, 330 meters of buadcer complex, 14 tunnels, 253
sampana, I foot bridge, 76.7 tons of rice, 2,013 rds of small arms
ammunition, 141 grenadeat, 6 artillery and mortar rounds, 147 land mines,
105 booby traps, 16 small bomblets, I shovel, 1 gas mask, 8 bags of
cement, 20 lbs of gunpowder, 894 lbs of TNT, I water purifiction
system, 3 outboard engines and 2 rounds of small arms ammunition.

(2) Operation JUNCTION CITY.

(a) Intelligence Aspects: This operation began on
22 Feb in War Zone C (northern Tay Ninh Province). Intelligence was
developed prior to the operation from agent reports, captured documents,
PW's and ralliers. It indicated that HQ's CO9VN (Central Office South
Vietnam) and the 9th VC Div were utilizing this area as a safe haven,
training area and a zest and recuperation center. COSYN is the supremr
headquarters for the VC in South Vietnam. During the initial planning
phases, the operation was directed against the VC 9th Div and instal-
lations located in the eastern portion of the Zone. Immediately prior
to the beginning of the operation, a reorientation was necessary be-
cause elements of the 9th Div moved out of the planned area of opera-
tion. The reorientation directed IWNAF forces to northern War Zone C
against COSVN. Two deception operations were conducted prior to
JUNCTION CITY to cover the troop movwment and logistical buildup in
the area adjacent to War Zone C. Operation GADS1E was conducted by
the 25th Inf Div against the VC 271st Regt in the extreme western
portion of War Zone C along the Cambodian border. The lot Inf Div
conducted TUCSON in the area east of the Michelin Rubber Plantation
against the VC 272d Regt. During the initial phase, FWMAF forces had
sporadic contact with elements of the 70th Guard Regt. HQ elements of
0OSVN moved to the vicinity of the Cembodian border (XU 1503) and to
eastern War Zone 0. Indications of the 272d VO Regt and 101st NVA Ikgt
of the 9th VC Div moving into the area of operations were confirmed by
the following contacts: 28 Feb 67 (XT 2973) 2d Bn, 101st NVA Regt;

6
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10 Y., 60 (XT 2878) 272d VC Regt; and 15 Mar 67 (XT 2778, XT 2868)
1Met NVA Regt and Z37 Arty Bn. These attacks marked the first knorn
use of 120um mortars in the I1l CTZ anad gave indioations that the VC
would use larger forces to defend safe havens from WIA2F forces. Based
on the new disposition of the 9th VC Div, Phase II was increased in
size and directed against the HQ's and Regts of the 9th VC Div. During
this phase, two major contacts were made. On 21 Mar 67 (XT 3872), the
272d Regt attacked a fire su port base of the 3d Bde, 4th Inf Div. VC
losses were over 600 VC mIA BC). On 31 Mar 67 (XT 4385), the VC 271st
Regt and 1st Di 70th Guard Regt attacked elements of the let Div. VC
losses3 585 KIA (BC). These attacks are of major significance because
they marked the first regimental-sized attacks against US foroes in III
CTZ. This indicates the importance the VC placed on War Zone C as a
safe haven. On 20 Mar the 273d VC Begt attacked elements of the 3/5th
Cav along 1T 13 (XT 7845). This is also interpreted as being a majorVC attack in support of the VC 9th Div within War Zone C. JUNCTION
CITY continues.

(b) Results: Large quantities of documents were
captured which have provided valuable information on recent changes in
the VC organization and intentions for future operations. COSVN, the
VC 9th Div and other VC units suffered severe personnel and material
losses. Enemy losses as of 30 April:

,1. Personnels 2,724 VC KIA (BC), 34 FW, 137
returnees and 64 detainees.

2. Equipment Captured: 491 individual weapons,
95 crew-served weapons, 22,080 rds of small arms ammunition, 148 rds of
artillery and mortar annunition, 68 rds of recoilless rifle ammunition,
20 land mines, 3 olaymore mines, 299 grenades, 40 lbs of explosives,
117.5 tons of rice, 4.7 tons of salt, 2.2 tons of sugarp, I set of
signal operations instructions (SOI), 5 US radios, 2 Chinese Communist
radios, 3 radios of unknown origin, 41 \,ivilian radios, 1 public ad-
dress set, 9 loudspeakers, 2 telephone switchboards, 4 transformers,
2 dynamos, 17,361 flashlight batteries (BA-30), 6,000 ft of copper wire,
35 miles of telephone wire, 17 field telephones, 5 civilian type tele-
phones, 5 generators, 205 vials of medicine, 25 protective gas masks,
10 typewriters, 5 projectors, 3 printing presses, 1 mimeograph machine,
22 cameras, 2 tape recorders, 2 tapes, 201 rolls of exposed film, 2,000
feet of unexposed film, 3 sewing machines, 5 gasoline engines, 1,221 lbs
of documents, 641 lbs of medical supplies, 18 medical kits, 12 flare
pistols, 2,200 lbs of field gear, I ton of propaganda material and 645
lbs of clothing.

7
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S. Material destroyed: 5 crew-served ve .,•_._
?8_3770 rd-fmall sit= asunition, 601 artillery and mortar rounds,
695 rds of recoilless rifie as8mition, 375 land mines, 93 clayre
mines, 6,275 hand grenades, 17 bombs, 166 bomblets. 1.2A5 lbs of Qxplo-
nivas, 1,550 blasting caps, 6,210 meters of detonating cord, 693.1 tons
of rice, 5.9 tons of salt, 7.2 tons of dried fish, 1,671 gals of cooking
oil, 4,122 bunkers, 1,414 military structues, 72 tunnels, 2,659 gals of
POL products, 124 bicycles, 47 oxcarts, 473 sheets of tin, I bridge,
790 lbs of clothing, 600 yds or cloth, 808 uniform, 205 vehicle tires,
13 civilian =adios, 4 telephones, 3 gas engines, 3 sewing machines, 5
rice husking machines, 32 sampans, 20 protective gas masks, 10 flare
pistols, 50 lbs of opium and 1 claymore mine test set.

(3) Operat'ion MIMETTAN.

(a) Intelligence aspects. MANHATTAN was launched
on 23 Apr 67 in the area between the Michelin Plantation and the Iron
Triangle of Binh Duong Province. The mission was to locate and destroy
elements of the headquarters of the Military Region IV, OP 83 COSVN
Bear Services, local units and the VC infrastructure. Intelligence
gained during Operation CZDAR FALLS (Jan 1967) plus reports of con-
tinued enemy liaison and supply activities provided additional evidence
that this area was a major VC headquarters and supply base in the III
CTZ. Their destruction was vital to the continued success of the
Revolutionary Development program and the election campaign in the
surrounding areas. The destruction would also eliminate a major VC
safe haven from which harrassing and terroristic activities were being
directed.

(b) Results. Operation MANHATTAN maintained the
pressure on the VC administrative and logistical system- that was
initiated during operations ATTLNBORO and CEDAR FALLS. MANHATTAN
continues. Results as of 30 April:

1. Personnels 106 V KIA (BC), 14 PW and 74
detainees.

E. Dquipmnt Capturedt 192 tons of rice, 150
zanteen covers, 139 small arms, three 50 caliber machine gun barrels,
I X4-79 round, I grenade launcher, I civilian type radio, I tape recorder,
1 microphone, 922 uniforms, 2 sewing machines, 6 RPG-2 rocket launcher
rounds, 50 rolls of sheet metal, 19 bicycles, 267 lbs of documents, 1
case of M16 ammo, 700 packages of transistors, 8 mines, 7 bomblets, 126
grenadep, 2 US generators, 600 rifle grenade casings, 1 diary, 10 bot-
tles of penicillin, 2 drill presses, i barrel of carbide, 3 outboard
motors, 10 grenade castings, 4 protective gso Aasks, 1 soldering torch,
5 lbs of rivets, 12 oxcarts, 2 rice milling machines, 1 blood pressure
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gauge, 51 lbs of clothing, 193 lbe of medical supplies, 8 zds ofS=S.±U. WA- w U.- UM- U, 7 g•cv-wer-w weapons, 47,0i7 1 U oi UUailJ

ar& ao, 600 ft of electric wire, I typewritert 200 bolts of cloth,
I wristwatch, I flag, 30,140 ft of oo0mumioations wire, I ice box, 1 sam-

IF pan, 500 batteries and 2 printing presses.

50 .. Material destroyedt 196.7 tons of rice,
500 lbs of salt, 60 bag of cement, 89 booby traps, 350 claymore mines,
1,842 grenades, 930 bunkers, 64 claymwre mine casings, 34 banagalore
torpedos, 182 military structures, 24 tunnels, 93 land mine, 1,089
artillery and mortar rounds, 176 bosblets, 13 bombs, 183,174 rds of small
axs amo, 16 rds of M-79 ammo, 468 lbs of clothing, 2,780 lbs of dried
fish, 15 bicycles, 1,000 burlap basp, 2 typewriters, 3 sampan., 30 2ds
of RPG-2 aMo, 15 shaped charges, 32 olaymo0re mine kits, I outboard
motors, 3 anvils, I sledge hammer, 30 uniforms, 453 lbs of explosives,
65 gale of kerosene, 250 sheets of tin, I lathe, 500 gal of cooking
oil, 25 canteens, I printing press, I generutort, 300 lbe of lime and
1,500 lbs of cement.

b. Intelligence Colleotion.

(1) During the quarter, Intelligence Collection areas
(ICA) designated in the II •FQRCEV Intelligence Collection Plan,
dated 28 Jan 67, were reviewed. Some areas were considered unsatis-
factory because the ICA boundaries did not follow the established GV'
Province/District boundaries. New ICA boundaries will correspond with
existing GVN boundaries and the boundaries of FViAP tactical ameas of

interest. This will also assist in the correlation of intelligence at
both the Provincial Intelligence Coordination Centers (PICC) and District
Combined Intelligence Centers.

(2) The Souree Control Registry establisbod at this head-
quarters has been used for approximtely three months. D]iring this
period, all IX FFORpCV tactical Military Intelligence Detachments have
used the registry to check the authenticity of their paid informnts and
to insure that the informant wasn't Working for another agency, therebyreceiving double payment. All users have evaluated the usefulness of
the registry, and it has been decided that it is superflncus. This reg-
istry merely duplicates existing ones at highes headqiartera. There-
fore, the registry at this headquarters is being eliminated.

1
c. Description and Recapitulation of Enemy Order of Battle.

(i) Description.

9
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(a) The Central Office of South Vietnam (COVni) is
the aupreme military/political -Wadqua*ters for the VC in 3,outh Vietnam.
The VC divide the territory of both North and South Vietnam into mili-
tary regions. All of Military Region I end IV and the Rung Sat Special
I.ilitary Region II, south of %aigon, and two of the three provinces of
the recently verified Military Region X lie inside the III CTZ. The
boundaries are shown in Inclosure 5-

1. In 1966 the Rung Sat Special Zone was known
as Military Region X. However, it has been recently verified that anow Kilita y Region X has been created., The newly created Region lies

along the Cambodian border and provides the VC a stronghold area with
access into Cambodia. The Region is frequently referred to as the South-
western Highland Military Region. The new Region consists of one prov-
ince previously in Military Region I (Binh Long) and two provinces from
Military Region VI (Phuoc Long and Quang Due). With the activation of
the new Military Region X, the commmnd element for the RSSZ has appar-
ently been downgraded. The Rung Sat area is now referred to aw GROUP
(DOAN) 10. Its specific relationship to the surrounding regions has
not been confirmed. However, there are indications that it is subor-
dinate to MR II.

2. The remainder of Military Region I is also
known as TI, MR7 and the Eastern Nambo Military Region.

S. Military Region IV is the zone around the
Saigon-Cholon-Gia Dinh area. It is also known as T4 or the Saigon-
Cholon-Gia Dinh Special Zone.

(b) During the reporting period, the boundaries of
the VC military regions and provinces have been altered somewhat in the
III CTZ. As cited above, the major alteration came with the formation
of MR X. At the provincial level, there are indications that a re-
organization has occurred with the formation of Long-Ba-Biem Province
by combining Long Khanh, Ba Ria and Bien Hoa Provinces. However, at
this time, this reorganization remains unconfirmed. The VC and the
GV1 province boundaries do not coincide, nor do they define the same
geographical area by the same name.

(2) Significant Order of Battle Developments.

(a) The 52d NVA Regiment has been dropped from the
Order of Battle. This action was based on analysis of captured docu-
ments and information from a rallier. He stated that the 52d NVA Regi-
ment had been deactivated to provide replacements for other main force
units, particularly Cong Truong 9 (9th Div).

10
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(b) Analysis of captured documents indicate that

the 69th Artillery Regt has been reorganizedi The first battalion of
3 the 69th VC Arty Regt, Z35, has changed its cover designation to the 52d

VC Arty Bn. It is believed to be a composite artillery battalion with
a strength of 300. The second battalion, Z37, has apparently been dis-
banded. The third battalion, Z39, has been carried by 1I Field Force
Order of Battle as a unit attached to the Combined Artillery Group of
Cone Truong 5 (5th Div) since 23 Oct 66. It now appears that this bat-
talion was permanently assigned to Cong Truong 5 and formed the nucleus
for the Combined Artillery Group of that division. The 4th Bn of the
69th VC Arty Regt, Z41, was deactivated. The men and equipment were
reassigned as Combat Support elements for the battalions and specialized
units of the 272d VC Hegt in Dec 64. The fifth Battalion, Z43, was
combined with Infiltration Gp 529 and redesignated the 56th VC Arty
Battalion. This is an anti-aircraft battalion with a strength of 400.
In early 1966 a new combat support battalion was formed. It was com-
posed largely of personnel from the D20B Infiltration Gp. This bat-
talion is uow known aa the 56th VC Arty Bn and Is presently the third
battalion of the 69th VC Arty Bfgt. It is probably a composite bat-
talion with a strength of 400.

(o) A replacement training and convalescent unit
has been identified by analysis of captured documents. It is desig-
nated as B525 and is located in Cambodia. This unit has a total
strength of 8500 personnel in the following categories.

800 Cdremen

700 Convalescents

950 Sick and wounded

3050 Personnel for Task "-I (Task "I" is believed to be
associated with Cong Truong 9),

3000 Personnel designated recruits "C". (Believed to be
individuals of Vietnamese origin who reside in Cam-
bodia, Laos and Thailand and are required to perform
2 weeks military duty annually).

8500

N I N1
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* L'-52' "s in a secure area, imimun to attacks by free World
Military Assistance Forces. Zt is availsble to train and supply units
on an area or unit basis.

(d) Tianalation of captured documents reveal that
the 70th Guard Regt has been deaotivated. The hisadquarters was elim-
inated; the personnel were reasstsed to the remaining three battalions.
The lot En of the 70th Regt has been placed under the control of the
Military Staff Department of CCBVN. The other battalions were placed
under the control of sectors. This reorganization of the 70th Guard
Hegt does not change its primary mission. It provides security for
the administrative and rear service elements of COSYN. The change
does provide the lilitary Staff of 006V2 with a consolidated strikebattalion.+ ,

(e) The 76th Replacement Eegimnt was recent2.r ac-
tivated in the Quang Duo/Phuou Long Prov•.noe border area. Captured
documents revsal that the mission of this unit is to receive infil-
tration groups and personnel released from hospitals. According to a
rallier and captured documents, cadre from the 680th Tng Regt were used
to form the 76th Replacement Hegt.

(f) According to captured documents, Group 85 Rear
Services element has been reactivated. It has been desigated to
assume some of the tasks currently assigned to Rear Services Group 82.
(roup 85 was previously the rear services group for Binh Lone Province.
Analysis of documents indicates that Group 82 has the rear service
responsibility for Binh Long Province east of ighwa4 y 13-. Group 85
will probably assume the rear service responsibility for the remainder
of Binh Long Province.

(3) Recapitulation.

(a) The VC Provinces of Milltary Regions I, II, IV,
V1, and X control 35 local force companies and 27 local force platoons
in the III CTZ.

(b) Within the III CTZ there are seven confirmed
local force battalions located in four VC provinces of NR I and 1R 2.
There are six local force battalions sabordinate to six different
districts in HR 4. The seven local force battalions located in MR I
and 2 ares

12
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LOoal Pora Rko VC .,

Phu Loi An Thu Dau Mot Province

(MV2 Binh Pixnlg)

2d Independent Bnx Long An Province

506th Bn Long An Province
14th Bn TSy Ninh Province

D445 Bn ia, Ria Province
(avii Phouc Tuy Province)

2d Guard Bn Toy Ninh Province

3d Guard Bn Tay Ninh Province

Wc) There axe five VW main force battalions and 11
main force regiments operating in the III CTZ. These uniia and. their
controlling headquarters ares

VC MaIn Force Bns and/o!r ReP ,,Controlling HQ

Dong Tiai Tin (aka, D800) 1.2 4

lot Bn 4 14R 4

8th BU (combat support) MR 4 MR 4

C44 Sapper Bn MR 4

lIt Guard Bn COSYN

69th Artillery Regt (aka, U80) COSYN

273d Regt COSVM

Dong Thap II Regt MR II

271st Hegt Cong Truong 9 (9tn Div)

272d Regt Cong Truong 9 (9th Div)

13
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274th Beet Cone truong 5 (5th XYv)

275th Regt Cong Truong 5 (5th Div)

(d) Thero are foux North Vietnamee so Mr Regiments
operating in the III CTZ. These re lments ares

IWA Re~riaents ContxollinM II

101 NVA. Pegt Cone Truong 9 (9th Div)

165 NVA Regt Cong Truong 7 (Oth Div)

141 NVA B•et Cong T-ruong 7 (7th Div)

84A Lrtillexr Regt C87VN

(e) See Inolosure 6 for sketch map of enemy locations
in III CTZ an of 30 Awril.

(M) The following is a li•t of only those VC )Iain and
local force battalions whioh are located in the 9th US Division's current
Operational area in IV CTs

BATTALION SUBORDIlTION

261st VC Inf Re/DT-1 VC Regt HR-2

263d VC Inf Bn/DT-1 V0 Regt MR-2

306uth VC NV inf Ba MR-3

518th VC M t luf B•a M-2

501st V0 LF In! Bn Vinh Binh Province

502d VC LInf Bn lien Phong Province

504th VC LF Inf Bn Kien Tuong Province

D509 V1 LV Int Bn Vinh Binh Province

514th VC LF Inf Ba Dinh Tuong Provinoe

516th VC LF Inf Bn Kien Hoa Province

D857 V0 LV Wa Bn Vinb Long Prov~ixie

14
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(g) See Inclosure 7 for a sketch map of all principal

eneay unit locations in IV CO7 nfa all princi p a-

a s o f 30 A p r i l . - - .. . . v - u pr ai i o n a l a r e a

Wu" o L UL recent Activities:

(a) During March the VC Cong Truong 9 Divigion (9thDiv) and other unitr conducted regimental scale countersweep operationsin the War Zone C. A countersweep operation is defined as any VC re-action taken during a F12F offensive operation. The reaction may beoffeinsive or defensive, active or passive, in nature. During operationJUNCTION CITY, the following units were engaged in countersweep opera-tions: Elements of COSVN, the let Guard Bn, the 273d VC Regt; andelements of the 9th VC Div, the 271st, 272d VC Regts and the 101at NVA
Regt.

(b) The principal activity of the 5th VC Divisionhas been harassment of friendly outposts and limited sweep operations.On 31 March an unidentified element of the 5th VO Division conducted anambush against an, AR`11 convoy near the town of Gia Raiy at YT6206. Itappears that the 274th and 275th .VC regiments have shifted into opera-tional areas northea-t of their previous base areas.

(c) The 7th NVA Division has moved from Phuoc LongProvince to War Zone C. It is suspected that the 7th Division willassume the security mission for War Zone C, thus freeing the 9thDivision for offensive operations.

(d) Military Region IV conducted harassment, ter-rorism and limited countersweep operations with its eight battalions.'
On 26 Feb the 1st Bn of Ir 4 and a local force company made contactwith an ARVN unit in the Filhol Plantation. The VC suffered 141 KIA(BC). The other battalions of MR II have generally restricted them-selves to local small-scale actions. It appears that Operation FAIRFAXhas pushed the battalions out of their normal areas of operation.

(e) The 506th and the 2d Independent Local Force Bnlaunched several mortar and ground attacks against GVN outposts in thepast three months. In March and April 262 VC from the 506th were killedin two engagements with elemen'ts of the US 9th Div. The D445 Bn of BaRia Province, the Phu Loi Bn-of the Tau Dau Mot Province, and the 14thBn of Tay Ninh Province were,,not encountered in any major contacts dur-ing the reporting period,

(f) Elements of the 2d Bde, 9th US Div, have hadsporadic contact with VC Local Force and guerilla units since thebeginning of Operation PALM BEACH." No major contact has taken place to-date.

15
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However, with continued US operations, more frequent and larger scale
engrewnte my be e•pentad (S3a Inclosure 7 for Enemy OB).

(5) Tactics:

(a) An emy document captured during Operation
JUNCTION CITY stated that during 1967 larger scale attacks would be
conducted than in the previous year. The 9th VC Division and the 273d
VC Regt mounted regimental-sized attacks throughout tie month of March.
This tactic of mass attack cost the VC approximately 1,800 dead (Body
count). There has been no indication since March whether or not this
tactic has been reevaluated in light of Lhe heavy losses sustained.

(b) The formation of Militaxry Region X is another
E attempt by the VC to develop a relatively safe, secure base area along

the Cambodian Border from which to launch operations. This base area
is a point of entry for personnel and material from Cambodia, and it
is an avenue of escape to their sanctuary in Cambodia.

(c) For other tactical trends of the enemy see
Inclosure 8.

d. VC battle losses:

VC KIA VC KIA DETAIN- HV RD BLDG TONS
(B) (POSS) I = SA WPNS AMHO 1 DEST RICE
993 787 73 417 299 7 33,294 920 =53 11,640.71

2,898 700 55 1,265 454 82 49,021 1,091 1,154 868.25

I 6 _22 19 5 _§ _U 24,006 68_ O 0• IL 733.26

5, 2- 6 =2 2,577 1,407 18 , 321 ZW5 13,242.22

The actual strength of main force units cannot be equated to
battlefield losses due to two variables. Normally, supporting and
local force units accompany main force units into battle, and the dead
cannot be sorted accoding to unit. Secondly, there is a variation in
the time required fer a unit to recoup its looses, and this time is
steadily decreasing. Previously replacements were locally recruited,
untrained personnel. Recently, trained infiltrators are providing an
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.incLreasing percentage of the replaoemant poet. Therefore, the time
requiaed for a unit to become combat ready a6'ter suffering severe losses
Sis steadily don . V'M losas ri:ly reflect a loss in manpower

assets, but they are not an accurate measure of unit strencb-h for a
Sgiven unit at a specific time.

e. Hnemy capabilities and vulnerabilities and relative

probability of adoption at the end of the quarter.

(I) Capabilitiess

(a) Attack:

1 The enewy is capable of attacking in Tay
Nirh with elements of the 7th NVA and 9th WO Divisions.

2. The enemy is capable of attacking in Binh
Long P-ovince with elements of the 271st, 272d and the 101at NVA
Regiments.

3. The enemy is capable of attacking in Binh
Tuy, Phuoc Tuy and southern Long Khanh Province with elements of the
274th and 275th 'M Regiments.

S. The enemy is capablo of attacking in Phuro
Long, Binh Lorg and Tay Ninh Provinces with elements of the 7th NVA
Division.

- . All seven battalions of MR IV could be
employed in attacks against GMV units, outposts and inrtallationa in
their assigned districts.

6. The VC ire c,,pable of attacking .n Long An
Province with elezents of the DT II Regt, 2d Ir.iependent Ba, and the
506th LF Bn and five local forne companies.

7. The TU are capable of attacking in Rau
E U Nghia Province with elements of the DT II Regt and two battalions of

Da IV.

8. In the IV CTZ province of Dinh Tuong, the VC
arg capable of mounting a multibattalion-eize operation against elements
of the 9th US Div using the 514th LF and the two battalions of the Doug
Thalp I Regiment (the 261st and 263d MF Bne).

17
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(b) Defend:

1. The VC can defend in Tay Ninh, Binh Long

and Binh Duonig Provinces wth heVC h C i and the 70th Scrt

2. The VC can defend in War Zone 1) with elements

of the 271st Regt, assisted by the DO00 Battalion and possibly the 141st
KVA neg, (aka 14th Regt).

'. The VC oan defend in Phuoc Long -tovince
with elements of the 7th NVA Div.

4. The enemy can defend in Long Khanh and Phuoc
Tutr Provinces with the 5th VC Div.

(c) Reinforces The enemy can reinforce Iis attack
or defense in the no-thern III CTZ with three separate battalions from
the II CTZ and in the southern III CTZ with one regiment from the IV
CTZ within three to ten days after commencing movoment.

(2) Relative Probability of Adoption:

(a) 5th VC Div:

I. Attack friendly posts and troops ti Phuoc
Tuy, Binh Tuy and Long Xhanh Provinces primarily along Route 1 p 2
and 15.

2. Disperse in the face of friendly operations.

•. Defend safe areas in the fay Tao and the Hat
Dich areas supported by the D445 LF Bn and local guerrillas.

4. Reinforoe with elements of the 7th NVA Div.
(b) 7th VC Div,

j. Defend positions, logistical installations
and infiltration routes in zone.

2. Relocate elemeats to War Zones C and D to
xeinforce traditional. V strongholds.

•. Attack friendly posts and troops and inter-
diet Highways 13, 14p I and 20 with elements of the 7th VC Div in
Phuoc Long, Binh Lcig and possibly Tay N1ih Province.
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(c) 9th VC Diva

j. Attack friendly troops and outposts in Binh
Long fPovinco with elements of the 2710t, 272d and possibly assistedby the 273d VC Regt. o h

by teinforce present units with elements of the

7th NVA Division.

•. Attack friendly troops end posts in Tay Ninh
and Binh Duong Provinces with the elements listed in (Q above.

4. Withdraw to alternate positions or disperse
into small groups.

(d) Local Force and Guerrillas:

1. Attack:

&. Continue harassment of lVW, F/IPF and
DS installations with snall arms and mortar fire at any time.

b. Interdict Highways 1, 4, 5, 13, 15 and
Provincial Boutes 2 , 16, 333, 334, 335 by all available means to in-
clude the use of ambushes, mines, roadblocks and harassment of instal-
lations along all routes. Attack any weakly defended hamlet, vil-

la4 or post at any time.

S. Support political objectives by conducting
guerrilla, terrorist and subversive activities in areas under RVN
control.

g. Conduct diversionary operations.

2. Defend logistical installations in areas of
operations.

1. Reinforce by conscription of eligible man-
power and temporary labor.

4. Withdraw by dispersing and assuming the cover
of legitimate citizens.

CONFIDENTIAL
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4, (C) OPSMh2ONs, MLAS AND TR~AINING-

During the quarter, 17 military operations (battalion-size
or larger) ere oondiwted against the Viet Con- in the II -FORCEV sn
of operations by units under the control of this headquarters. The:•zone is defined as the III CTZ, Gia Dinh Province,, Hun Sat Special

i Zone and operational areas in the IV CTZ an directed by CONUSXCV.

1During the previous 1 uaxter, 63 battalion or larger aimed operations
were conducted* CA the surface, 17 operations for this quarter would
Appear to be a drop in the number of operations; however, two of the
operations during this quarter were multidivision involving 31 US
maneur battalions in JUNCON CITY and 17 in MMAUTT".

b. Analysis and Evaluation of the quarter.

(1) The past three months can be evaluated as the quarter
in which War Zone C ceased to be an inviolable sanctuary for VC/NYA
foxcos. In addition, main force units received crippling losses in their
efforts to blunt the 1I 1O•RV invasiou of War Zoe C. Elements of
COSN can no longer regard this area as a safe haven from which to con-
trol VC activities in the III CTZ. The establishtmnt of CIDG camps, the
construction of C-130 airfielde, and the upgrading of roads in War Zone
C provided valuable assets for future operations in the area. The CIDG
camps will be used as bases for long range reconnaissance, guerrillas
and CID0 forces. From these bases, they can interdict VC lines of
commnmioations, restrict VU movements and gather valuable intelligence.
The improved roads and airfields will be used by Free World and ALYN
units to rapidly reenter War Zone C and exploit intelligence gathered by
these s-aller forces.

(2) While the bulk of II FFORCEV forces was engaged in
War Zone C, the 9th Infantry Division was able to steadily improve its
position in Wong An, Gia Dinh, and Dinh Thong Provinces; even though, one
of its brigades was oouuitted to Operation JMNCTION CITY. Significantly,
the VC did not increase their activity in the populated areas while major
US forces were absent. This permitted the 9th Infantry Division to con-
tinue development of bases at Doug Tam and in Long An Province on
schedule with a minimum security force. The 199th Infantry Brigade pur-
sued Opration FAIBFAX in three districts of Gia Dinh Province with
minor VC opposition. As a result, IX FFCCEV expanded PAIWAX to in-
clude all of Gia Dinh Province.

(3) In summazs, major US forces were committed to the very
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*asuccessful campaign of JUNCTION CITY and MAUNRTTAN in the jungle of
War Zone C without any major VO reaction against ARVN or t•e U co-
omy of force units remaining in the populated areas of III and XV CTZ.
Some major base camp were harassed but not seriously attacked. There-
fqre, it would appear that large Free World and AMVN forces can be con-
centrated for vajor operations lasting several weeks provided economy
of force elements are active in their areas and keep the local VC off
balance. During the quarter, two of the three significant operations
took place in War Zone C.

c. Three signifioant operations were conducted during the
quarter. Two were multidivision operations: JUNCTION CITY and MAN-
HATTAN. The third operation was titled PORTSEA. It was a joir.t oper-
ation with US and ARVN troops under the control of the 1st Australian
Tank Force.

(1) Operation JUNCTION CITY was conducted in three phases.
Phase I was initiated by I FFORCMV on 22 February. It was the largest
military offensive of the Vietnamese war. The operation was designed to
clear (western) War Zone C of enemW forces and installations. The
primary objective was the destruction of COSVN. The area, which has been
a major Communist stronghold for the past 20 years, is only 75 miles NW
of Saigon. The operation was launched following an extensive preparation
conducted primarily by Air Force B-52 and close air support aircraft*
It was a coordinated airmobile, airborne and ground assault to seal off
escape routes into Cambodia and the eastern portion of War Zone C. On
D-Day eight infantry battalions from the lst Infantry Division, 173d Air-
borne Brigade and the 196th Infantry Brigade (Light) conducted airmobile
assaults. This was in conjunction with a parachute assault by the 2d
Battalion, 503d Infantry to initiate the seal of the north and east por-
tion of the objective area. Simultaneously, the 25th Infantry Division
moved one brigade into blocking positions in the. west. At the same time
the 25th also positioned units in the south for an attack to the north.
With the seal complete, the objective area was ringed by a "Horseshoe"
of US Forces. The combined elements of the 25th Division and the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment then thrust northward in an attack through the
open end of the "Horseshoe." On D+2 Task Force Alpha, consisting of
two Vietnamese Marine Battalionsp conducted an airmobile operation into
the northwestern sector of the "Horseshoe." The task force swept
through its assigned zone without major VC contact. Meanwhile, elements
of the 25th Div and the 11th ACR continued their attack northward.

21
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Th-ey, =thodial.ly d The objective area and subsequently made awestwazd swing to entrap enemy forces in the northwest corner of War40Me C. 8riificant results of Phase I inoluded the opening of over10O1m Of roads and the construction of two C-130 airstrips and one CIDG
camp.

Phase II of Operation JUNCTION CITY was launched on 18 March. IIFFORcgr redeployed its forces to attack the VC who had moved into theeastern part of War Zone C during Phase I. In a series of coordinatedaimobile and around assaults, the lot Infantry Division, the 173d Air-borne Brigade, the 196th Infantry Brigade (Light) and the 3d Brigade ofthe 4th Infantry Division continued to apply an ever-increasing pressureon the VC, The enemy struck back abruptly with two fccessive majorattacks. At 0500 hours on 20 March, while securing Highway 13, TroopA, 3d Squadron, 5th Cavalry came under intensive mortar and ground attackby the 273d VC Regiment. The Troop held its ground. It was aided byimmediate and effective artillery support coupled with continuous airstrikes by the 7th USAP.- By 0900 the 273d had broken contact and fled,leaving behind 227 of his dead. US lossess 3 killed, 63 wounded. Thenext morning the VC struck a second time. This time the 272d VP Regtattacked the 3d 1n, 22d Inf. Following the 0600 stand-to, the 3/22dInf sent patrols to sweep the area around the Brigade's fire supportbase. The patrols made contact with a VC force at 0640. This trig-gered the attack by the 272d VC Regt. They opened fire with recoil-less rifles and RPG-2s. At 0715 the VC l~nched a coordinated groundassault froia the east, southeast and north. The attack began at closequarters with the VC emerging from the jungle near the bunker line.They had reached the bunker line of Company B when Battery C, 2/77thArty opened fire with Beehive rounds at point-blank range. Ground fire,air strikes, armed helicopters and the point-blank ff:rLsg of the artil-lery turned back the assaults. The remaining elements of the 3d Bri-gade, 4th Infantry Division reacted immediately and moved to join thebattle. The 2d Battalion, 22d Infantry (Machanized) and the 2d Battalion,34th Armor (-) attacked from the southwest; the 2d Battalion, 12th In-fantry attacked from the northwest. Significant results of the battlewere 635 Vc KIA (BC), 7 W, 65 crew-served weapons and 94 individualweapons captured. S troops suffered 31 killed and 109 wounded. JUNC-TION CITY I and II have proven conclusively to the enemy that he nolonger has a safe haven in War Zone C.

Phase III of JUNCTION CITY was reduced from a multidivision to a
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l•,.iga-e.-i.--- operation. Theo 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Division secured

Sthe to"n omf Tay Ninh and Soui Da and Highwa~y 26 south from Tay Ninh

to the junction of Route 239. One battalion conducted search and de-
stroy operations north of Highway 247, which runs east and west be-
tween flihways 2 and 14.

On 21 April the 25th Division assumed operational control of the
1st Brigade, 9th Division; Company A, 2/34th Armor and the 36th AM
Ranger Battalion. This force toc'. over the mission from the 3d Bri-
gade, 4th Division. Phase III is still in progress.

(2) Operation MANHATTAN was initiated on 23 April as a
major search and destroy operation. The mission was to defeat the VC
in the Boi Loi Woods and in the area between Dau Tieng and Ben Sue
east of the Saigon River. A coordinated airmobile and ground assau14
was launched by the lot and 25th Infantry Divisions. The 1st Division
launched its attack with its ýd Brigade and the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment (-) (lot and 3d Sqdn) which was OPCON to the Division. The
25th Division task organization consisted of the lot and 2d Brigade
and Ad Brigade, 4th Infantry Division attached. The US Forces were
supported by the 34th ARVM Ranger Battar ion. It conducted searxh and
destroy operations and established blocking positions in the area,
The VC loss of equipment and installations further added to the bur-
den already p2aced on his logistics system by Operations QEDAR FALLS
and JUNCTION CITY. Significant VC losses at the end of the reporting
period were 106 VC fIA (BO) and 14 PW. They lost 139 individual weapons,
1,089 artillery and mortar rounds, more than 183,000 rounds of small
arms ammunition and 267 pounds of documents. 192 tons of rice were
evaeuated and 196.7 tons destroyed. MAMTTAN continues.

(3) The lot Austrialian Task Force initiated Operation

PORTSEA at 0700 hours on 21 March supported by US and ARVN troops. The
operation was conducted in two phases. Forces employed during Phase Is
I ATF (-), lot Sqd 11th ACR, elements of II FFORCEV Engineers, 35th
AMI Ranger Bn and 1/43d ARYH Eegt.

During Phase I enezy contact was light and scattered.
The highlight of Phase I occurred on 24 Maxch. 81 VC field packs were
discovered. One of them contained detailed plans for an attack on
Xuyen Moo (YS6668) by the 275th VC Regiment. Countermeasures were
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4 diat-ly ta•/. "V'ne discovery of the attack plan was inst 16ental7

in thwarting a possible eneV viotor7rt

Phase 11 of Operation PORTSEA, which began on 3 Apr,
was characterized by the rapid deployment and exploitation of the area
astride Route 327. north along Route 320 and northwest of Thus Tich
(IS 6181). The major aus cache of the operation was discovered on
8 Apr by the let Bde, 9th Inf Div. They discovered 81 individual and
two crew-served weapons. The Commander, lit Austrailian Task Force
stated, in effect, "There is no doubt, the 1st Dde participation in
Operation PORTSEA severely disrupted the BA. Ria Province Organization
and the 5th VC Division elements who have so iar been able to move
through the area with relative impunity." The lot Bde maintained con-
tact with elements of the 5th VC Division until they were ,withdrawn to
participate in Operation JUNCTION CITY. It was during Phase 11 that
the 43d ARVM Regt protected the exposed flan of the Task Force. It
secured the area to the vest of Binh Ba against an attack from the
274th VC Reob. With the engineer elements of II FFORCWV, the lot ATY
opened Route 23 from Dat Do to Xtyen Moo. The airfield at Xuyen M.c
was repaired and the runway extended to handle CV2 aircraft. hree
Regional Forces posts were established in the vicinity of the new
bridges across two streams and the Song Rai River. These posts were
strongly fortified, and minefields were laid. The opening of Route
23 is considered a major blow to the VC in Phuo& !Puy Povince. In
conjunotion with Operation PORIT3SEA, the construction of a boxbed wire
barrier !Okm long was started. When completed; it will extend from
Horseshoe (YS 4961) to the coast near Phuoc Iki (Y3 5153). The
barrier will consist of two parallel concertina-type fences. Three,
2-wire, cattle fences axe being constructed with a gap between the
three fences. Two rolls of concertina wire are being stacked one
on the other in each gap. The cattle fences axe being connected with
baling wire attached at the top of the pickets. Antipersonnel mines
with antilift devices will be laid between the fences, except in ex-
trem4ly marshy ameas. Wire entanglements will be substituted in
those areas. The barrier will serve thrie rimawr functions: to
deter the VC tax collection effort on Highwy 23, to aid in the se-
curity of the town of Do Datq mnd to deny the Vut; Tau area to the VC.
To-date the construction has progresaed southward trom the Horseshoe
5.5 km.

d. Other special operatlons%
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(1) operation PALM BEACU was initiated on 26 Januaary by
the 4d Brig1n - 9h Tn4feh+"' A.0 0"U ll-

dredging equipment and continuing to develop their base at Dong Tam.
On 10 March the 2d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division assumed operational
control of the 3d Battalion, 47th Infahitry ar 3d Battalion, 60th
Infatry. Significant statistics for the quarter included 181 VC KIA
(BC), 32 PW and 20 individual weapons captured.

(2) Operation ALA NOAKA was a 25th Infantry Division
search and destroy operation conducted in portions of Hau Nghia, Tay
Ninh and Binh Duong Provinces.

(3) Operation WAIALUA was another 25th Infantry Division
search and destroy operation. It was conducted in the area southwest
of the Oriental River. It succeeded in curtailing Viet Cong actions
and freedom of moveent between Hsu Nghia, Long An and Twy Ninh
Provinces.

(4) Owxeration TUCSON, conducted by the lot Infantry
Divisiong, wan a search and destroy operation that uncovered large
caches of rice in southwest Binh Long Province.

(5) Operation BIG SPRING was conducted by the 173d Air-
borne Brigade (Separate) with the lst Brigade, 9th Infantry Division
under itu operational control. The operation was initiated to locate
and destroy enemy forces and installations in the western portion of
War Zone D.

(6) Operation FAIRFAX is a continuing operation of com-
bined US/A.RVX units to counter Viet Cong effoxrts to re-establish his
influence in the a-reas surrounding Saigon.

e. During the quarter, staff activities were divided into
combat devolopmentsa distribution end employment of new equipment,
force structure and development, wid special studies. Continuing
projects include maintenance of the II FTORCEV Order of Battle (Inol 2)
and the handling of Operational Readiness Reports. Staffing was com-
pleted and recommendations were forwarded on the following subjects.

(1) Combat Developments.

(a) XM-27 (Gravel) Minesi

1. A policy was established that the 12th Com-
bat Aviation Group (flying UI-IB & C's) and US Air Force (flying A1-E's)
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would fly all Gravel mine •pencing Miasiuns uMtil the dispenser was
adapted for the UH-1D. It has been recommended to USARV that each
infantry brigade be allocated a supply rate of 20 M-47 dispensern
per month.

2. During the quarter, mine dispensing missions
were suspended because a dispenser carried by an AI-E exploded in flight.
Major ground combat units were asked to evaluate the Gravel mine. They
replied that although solid information on results -was lacking, they
favored lifting the suspension and continuing use of the aine.

•. In response to a USARV query, If FFOROXV
stated that a ground dispenser for Gravel mines was less desirable thim
the present air dispsxcser. Air dispensing is faster and better suited
to mining targets deep in enemy controlled areas. (Confidential mes-
sage, II FFORCLV, AVTFBC-DOT 40635, DTG 260521Z Apr 67)

(b) Rirwropt Ringtrop is a self-.sterilizing anti-
personnel device. When dropped from an aircraft, it lands so that one
of its two sharp blades points up. The blades are long enough to pene-
trate a military boot sole. The blades are chemically treated so that
they fall off the device after about 60 days. This headquarters recom-
mended to C0IUSS1IACV suitable locations for evaluating the device.
(Secret message, II FFORCEV, AVFBC-DOT 40324, DTG 130255Z Apr 67)

(2) New Equipment.

S(a) Riverine- kauiet: During the quarter, 9th
Infantry Division with 199th Inf Bde POCON) requested special equip-
ment for riverine o-,erations. These included:

1. Airscrew Propelled Boats: 44 each, for use
four per infantry battalion, two pWr cavalry troop as high-speed patrol
boats. (Confidential message, II FFORCEV, AVFBC-DOT 40365, DTG 150330Z
Apr 67)

2. Sixteen ft "Boston Whaler" Shallow Draft Boats:
70 each "Boston Whalers" with 80 HP outboard motors for use as auxiliary
boats within the mobile riverine force. (Confidential message, II MFFRC,,V,
AVFBC-DOT 40070, DTG 040045Z Mar 67)

.. Personnel Air Cushion Vehicle (Novercraft):
Minimum of three to be organized into a company for operations similar to
air cavalry. (Confidential letter, 9th Infantry Division, AVDE-GT,
subject: Organlzation and Employment of an Air Cushion Vehicle Company
(U), undated)
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(b) Lightweiht Protective Masks USARV requestod
basie of isu;% foi ý nanw silicone rubber gas mask, collapsible to
pocket size and protecting only against riot control agents. Thisheadquarters recommended one per footmobile combat soldier. (Unclae.

sified rmesage, II W0RCEV, AVBDC-DOT 40622, DTG 251055Z Apr 67)

(c) M548 Carm Carriers This headquarters rec-
omended that M548 tracked cargo carriers be issued first to medium
SP artillery, then to 9th Infantry Division SM Battalion, last to SP
heavy artillerj. The issue to 9th Division was intended to help them
resupply units in inundated areas. (Confidential message, II FFORCEV,
AVYC-DOT 40093, DTG 050120Z Mar 67)

(d) Tunnel &xloration Kit: The kit consists of
lights, telephones and small caliber pistols for a two-man tunnel ex-
ploration team. Recomtended to USARI a basic of issue of one per in-
fantry company/cavalry troop, two per engineer company/chemical detach-
ment. (Confidential letter, II FFORCEV, subJect: Tunnel Exploration
Kit (U), 2 Mar 67)

(3) Force structure.

Proget ODEGON: G1, G3 and G4 coordinated planning
and excution of the II FFORCEV portion of Project OREGON, a MLCV
plan for reinforcing III Plarine Amplibious Corps. Planning was con-
ducted in March, and the plans were executed in April.

(4) Special Studies.

(a) -Oerations in Inundated Areas., In preparation
for the 1967 rainy season, a seminar was held by direction of COMUSMACV
at HQ 01 MRCHV on 13 Mrch 1967. The semina reviewed experiences
in training and operations in inundated areas with brigade and division
aosmaders. Presentations were:

1. Operations in the Rung Sat Special Zo -
1st Infantry Division.

2. Use of River Assault Groups (ARYN) in
Operation CEDAR FALLS - 25th Infantry Division.

L). Operation FAIRFAX - 199th Infantry Brigade
(Lt) (Sep).
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A. CIG Operations in the Makonf Deltan Di-riag
the 1966 Flom-e - I-r n

SOranizat.n(n, .taining &nd dPlanning for
R rivlqý Operations - 9th Infantry Division.
Adio 1Vcops AMV Armor Operations in the Delta - Senior

Advisor XV corps. ] PZt(~i~t

1. Naval Support for Riverine Operations -

SOODNAVPORV.

Presentations were brief and were followed immediately by a discussion
period. The discussions were lively and informative. The seminar was
successful as a review of past operations and stimulated thinking on
future operations.

8. For a detailed synopsis see Inclosure 15.

(b) Sniper Operationsa USARV started an evaluation
of sniper operations with a staff visit in February to discuss previous
sniper operations, sniping equipment on hand and plans for an evaluation
of sniping techniques and equipment. II FFORC1'V OPCON units had had
little experience and less success with sniping. Their equipment was a
mixture of M1 and M14 rifles with telescopic sights. ACTIV planned to
evaluate four rifles (Winchester Dbdel 70, M16 and accurized MI and M14)
in M ay and June 1967. II PFORCFV gave USARV a basis of issue for the
four rifles to be tested (18 per inf bde). The rifles were issued
during April, and on 28 April ACTIV held a meeting of unit representa-
tives to outline the procedures for the evaluation.

(c) Amployment of Hoi (bJahs C0MMI4&CV requested
information on the use of Hoi Chanha in US combat units. This head-
quarters replied that Hoi Chanhs have been used in small numbers in
PSWAR and intelligence units, in civic action and IWDCAPf, and an guides
and scouts for infantry. Future use was recommended with a squad of
Hoi Chanhs assigned to each US brigade. (Confidential letter, II
FFORCEY, subjeots Employment of Chieu Hoi (U), 29 Mar 67)

f. With the addition of new units to II FFORCEV, communication
requirements have also grown. The arrival of signal units made it pos-
sible to provide base camp support for these new units without committing
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additional tactiocL communication resources. Howevor, there was a
slippage in the arrival of signal units. There has also bAer a elip-

• p•G in 'he iiW1"ll ation oi t'1zd-plant telephone systems and extericz-
plant cable systems. Therefore, a large part of the combat unitstI comunications resources remains committed to the base camps.

g. The tactical communications facilities of the headquarters
continued to expand during the quarter. For Operation JUNCTION CITY,
a tactical CP was cstablished at Dau Tieng from 21 February to 10 Narch.
The basic conccpt was sound, and it provided adequate oommand and con-
trol facilities.

5. (C) LOGISTICS:

a. Operations.

(1) Logistical support wae focuaed on the foll.owing
major operationst

(a) Operation JUNCTION CITY (23 Feb -. continuing).
This multidivision operation was initially planzned for three phases.
Phase I and II were search and destroy operations in War ZW.e C. For--
'ward support bases were initially established in three locations3 Trai
Bi (XT 112709), 3uoi Da (XT 34T578) and the Old French Fort (XT 275683).
The 25th Infantry Division was supported from Trai Bi; the 11th Axmorzd
Cavalry Regiment, from the Old French Fort. The lst Infantzy Division
and the 173d Airborne Brigade were supported fror. Suoi Da. lot logis-
tical Command could not place stocks at the Old French Fort until it was
secvred on D+1 . COMUBMCV di.ected that the aerisl delivery system be
erercised during this operation. There were problems in cargo iden-
tificationj rigging and recovery of air drop items. These were cor-
rected, and directivas were updated (See Section II). 818,5 STON of
cargo were successfully dropped. During Phase II, operations shifted
to the east in War Zone C. Only two forward support bases were estab-
lished, Quanr Loi (XT 809898) and Suoi Da (XT 343578). Tlie 25th Tn-
fantry Division was supported from Suoi Da; the lst Infantry Division,
from Quar. Loi. The 173d Airborne Brigade supported itself internally
from Minh Thanh with an air line of communication (LOC). The support base
at Quaan Toi was supplied by both land and air LO. The 196th Infantry
Brigade was supported, to a large degree, by daily air drops. On the
average, 60 STON were air dropped daily. This included all classes of
supply. The air drop problema encountered during Phase I were negli-
gible during Phase II. Phase III is still in progress; but it has
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been reduced from a multidivision to a brigade-sized operation. It I
is using the float4.ng brigade concept. The support is being provided
by t. l.-t Logiastjooa. Comu~nd Supply Point at Tay Binh and by air drop
resapply when appropriate. There are no nigificant supply problems.

(b) Operation OREGON (8 April - 30 April). This
operation required the movement of seleoted units from the III CTZ to
the I CTZ by airlift and sealift. Out-of-country resources of C-130
aircraft and LST's were required to move these units. The move re-
quired continuous coordination between the Bien Hoa District Trans-
portation Office/Highway Traffic Center and G4 II FFORCEV. Their
collocation greatly assisted in the orderly move of units.

(c) Operation MANHATTAN (23 April - continuing).
This is a. multidivision airmobile and ground operation. The mission
is to destroy VC/NVA foroes and installations in the Boi Loi Woods and
in the area east of the Saigon River between Dau Tieng and Ben Suc.
On D-I, lt Logistical Command established a forward support base at
Dau Tieng. The base supported both the lst Infantry Division (prin-
cipally the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment Task Force and artillery
units) and elements of the 25th Infantry Division. Other elements of
the two divisions are being supported from their permanent division
supply points: the lst Infantry Division from Lai Kai; the 25th In-
fantry Division from Cu Chi. Throughput of selected artillery ammunition
is being made to firo support bases upon request from the divisions.
Detailed logistical plans and highway movement control were coordinated
aA a nonference held at this headquarters on D-13. No significant
logistical problems have been encountered to date.

b. Transportation.
(1) General. The transportation officer is the coordia~tor

between OPCON units, 1st Logistical Cowr~Ad and US -Air Force.

(2) Special interest. Attention continues to be focused
on the MACV Highway Traffic Center, collocated at II Field Force.
During JUNCTION CITY, a forward traffic center was established at Tay
Ninh. It was connected to the II 7YOWRMV forward CP by a "hot line."
On Operation OREGON, the Highway Traffic Center's collocation at II
FFORCEV appreciably assisted in the movement of units to I CTZ. The
ability to have continual personal contact was invaluable in keeping
commanders updated on all movements.
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C. Maintenance.

(1) tgineer Supply and Maintenance Conference. The Con-
ference was held here on 5 April to discuss the repair and support of
engineer heavy equipment (HD-16 and D-7 tractors) a:d the reltun of
that equipment to the using units before Operation HAiMATTAN. The con-
ference was chaired by the II FFORCEV Aigineer Officer. It was attended
by let Log Comd, all OPCON unit eagineer representatives and the US Army
Engineer Command Vietnam (P). For the results of the conference, see
Section IiI Rome Plows - Jungle Clearing Operations.

(2) General Supply and Maintenance Conference. The Con-
ference was held at lbadquarters, 1st Logistical Command on 13 April
1967. It was chaired by lot Logistical Comaand and was attended by allOPCON units and II FFORCEN 04 representatives. The relationships be-
tween unit organic supply and: maintenance organizations and their
counterparts in lot Log Coed, support organizationts was discussed. The
established supply and maintenane channels from the units to let Log
Comd agencies was also discussed. Additionally, several subjects were
emphasizedi the need for accuracy, timeliness and correct procedurce

in evacuation of repairables; supply procedures; and unit requisitioning
procedures. Present and future supply status of selected items of
equipment was announced for future planning.

(3) &chanical Maintenance. During thia quarter, artillery
and tank deadline rates became excessively high. USARV is now requiring
a daily deadline report on both these items. Artillery was first placed
under this reporting system; and because of the succese of the program,
it was decided to include tanks. At the end of the reporting Isriod,
deadline rates had been markedly reduced. It is to be expected that
other high deadline items will be controlled through this program.

(4) Material Readinesu. This program continues to be
effective: all assigned and attachoid units have low deadliies rates on
all equipment, except aircraft.

d. Status of Primary Land a00's as of 30 April.

(1) For the purpose of this report, the following terms
on condition of land LOC's are defined.
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.(la) 3.s T route is Caopaible oi ooinup to Class 50 loads (all division loads).

(b) ond ott• II: Up to Close 30 loads (the m-jority of logistical trnport e.g., 50 00-g1on P0L tankers).

(o) COAd~tiA UP to Clas 16 loads (AroredPersonnel Carriers and 2*tontrikJ.

(d) 0o•nditio• a, Can carr ony light civiliantraffic; therefore, it is open only to light zeoonnaixsanoe Whioles.
(W) Cgd •t • V Closed to all traffic

(2) oute QL-1.

(a) Cabda border (XT 284244) to r.o Dau HaL(1! 382250), lovews bridge capacity, CMia 12, route condition III.
(b) Go Dau Ra (XT 382250) to Cu Chi (XP 628126),

lowest bridge O&pacLty, Class 50p route condition I.
(o) Cu Chi -(XT 628126) to Saigon (XS 793942),

lowest bridge capacity, Clams 60, route condition 1.

(d) Saigon (iS 793942)to RJ 316 (OT 072130),
lowest bridge Oapacity, Class 40, route condition II.

(e) R1 316 (IT 072130) to (IT 697026), iowatbridge capacity, Class 45, route oondition nI.
(f) TT 697026 tU III OTZ Boundary (zT 180014),bridge destroyed, routo condition V.

(3) lkute 4L-4.

(a) EU QL-1 (XS 645914) to (XS 423490), lowttbridge oapaoity, Clams 50, route condition I.

(b) XS 423490 to Tien iang River (NS 985357),lowest bridg•• apaity, Class 15, route condition 7,I.

(4) Route QL-13.
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i (a) U QZ-1 (XS 879971) to br-id , at (O 767619),lowest bride capacity, Class 40, route oordition 1.

(b) Bridge at (V 767619) to 0msodian Border(XU 68323)v lowest bridge capecity, Class 15, route condition IMI.

(5) Route QL-14.

(!T 6580 - (a) Dona Xoai (7T 079759) to blown bridge at
(r 165820 - repair esay v/fi1l), lowest bridge capacity, Class 30,route condition XI. Condition will continue vtil the road in opened
by taotical force and repairs can be ade.

(b) Route condition II continues to the destroysetbridge at YU 303010. oma YU 303010 to the nI - =c cm oundae q(YU 590176) the road in accessible fro II CTZ, lowent bl'idp cepaoity,
Class 30, route condition II.

(6) Rout* QL-15.

(a) Bien Boa (OT 002114) to (YS 151891), lu.0st
bridge capacity, Clas 60, route condition I.

(b) (TS 151891) to B&rIA (TS 380607), lowest bridgeI
capacity, Class 20 (with by-pass fords), route conditioU MIZ.

(0) Bari& (YS 380607) to Vung Taui (YS 274444),lowest bridge capacity, Cla"s 12, route ownition !V.

(7') Boute QL--20.

(a) J 0L-1 (7T 343101) to bridge at 7 537356s,lowest bridg capcity, Class 37, route condition Il.

(b) Bridge at 7! 537356 to III CTZ Boundary (7?763572), lowest bridge capacity, Class 25, route condition III.

(8) Route QL-22.

W() 0 Dau Ne, (IT 387251) to TVy huh (Xr 198508),lowest bridge apaity, Claus 50, route condition I.

(b) TaY Ninh (XT 198508) to XT 097764, lowestbridge CaPaoitY, Class 50, route condition I.

(a) IV 09j776 o4 t h abdan Border (XT 049)Wit
,AVLB abutments prepared at u07764, route cndition V; with AVAj,

route condition e i
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(9) Route LTL 1-A.

(a) Pbk 01t.ong (it. 81.440) to 9i LrL-16 (XT 887373),
bridge destroyed, route condition V.

(b) HJ LTA-16 (xT 887373) to XT 995588, lowest
bridge capacity, Class 50, route condition 1. (Road oratered at this
point).

(a) XT 995588 to U 311 (YU 133062), bridge
destroyed, route condition V.

(d) RJ 311 (YU 133062) to RU QL-.14A (XU 960221),
lowest bridge capacity, Class 15, route condition IV.

(10) Route LTL-2.
RU (YT 437045) to Ba Ria (Ys 380607), lowest bridge

capacity, Class 60, route condition I.

(11) Route LTL-5A.

Saigon (Xs 816890) to III CTZ Boundary (XS 786568),
lowest bridge capacity, Class 16, route cowidition III.

e. Construction Programmed.

(I) Surface mointenance, drainage repair and reconstruc-
tion is being pursued actively on the following routest Z-1, QL-22,
QL-13, LTL-16 and QL-20. Repair consists of reworking rutted surfaces
and, where necessary, the aubgrade and complete rehabilitation. The
Minister of Public Works is the primary agency involved in this effort
with assistance from ARVN and US Egineers. Programmed repairs are
nearly completed on QL-20 in long rbanh Province and QL-13 from Phu
Cuong to Lai 1he. They anticipate starting repair on LTL-16 in the near
future. Work continues on the major effort required on QL-1 and QL-22
from Saigon to Tay Ninh.

(2) During the next quarter and throughout the year,
ARVN engineer effort will consist mainly of replacing bridges that are
incapable of handling sustained military traffic. Materials will be
provided by the USAECV (P). ARVN will repair the bridges on QL-1 and
QL-22 and rebuild LTL-1A from Phu Cuong to Phuoc Vinh. Repair of
bridges on QL-1 and QL-22 will release I AVLB and 40 motors of Double-
Double Panel Bridge currently in place.
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I% TIM " 6---.---- r: On land iowia' W111 continue t~o
open and improve routes in support of tactiocl operation# and provide
emergency repair where necessar. As progaed en*einelr oontrtxtton
asuets arrive in-countryt & larger portion of the overall effort vwin
be devoted to permanent rehabilitation of major land LOC's.I ~ ~6. (iOVO) REVOLUIONAR WRVMOPWBT (RD)

a. (FOUO) Signifioant progress in evaluating the RD program.

(1) The Hamlet Rvaluation Report w-a initiated in Jan-
uoxy at the request of the Seoretary of Defensee The report established
a yard-stick by which the MACV Sector and Sub-Seotor Advriors could
evaluate each hamlet in their area. The advisors submit the report to
MAOV/RD Support Directorate. The data Is reduced by ADP. A composite
print-out is distributed to ACofS, mD, In FNORCKV; RD Advisor at Ill
Corps Advisory Detachment; Offios of Civil Operation for Region lI
and to the Seotor/Sub-bector Advisors.

(2) Sector and Sub-Sector Advisors evaluate the status of
each hamlet in their a&ea using two categoriess security and develop-
ment. Three factors are used to evaluate each category.

(a) The adviser evaluates the factors of hamlet
security using three indicators for each.

I. He judges the M's ability to conduct
military operations in the hamlet anea and reports the scale and fre-
quency of VC military incidents that affect security of the hamlet.

j. 1b evaluates the VC political and subver-
sive activities and their effect on the hamlet.

3. The advisor then evaluates the friendly
defensive and security capabilities. The three indicators he uses are:
the willingness of the people to report VC activities; the ability of
the hamlet to defend itself; and the availability of KENAF, US/F%(F
reaction forces, artillery and air support.

(b) The advisor uses three factors to evaluate
hamlet development.

B He assesses the status of the looal govern-
ment and political development.
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2. He evaluates the improvement of social

conditions as evidansacl Iny pro'--nez2 -in h 6aiijutlon and weiiare
development. He assesses the extent to which medical services are
provided and the degree of acceptance of the new health and sanit&tioni

practices. He reports the number of adequate schools. He evaluates
the extent to which the people's basic welfare needs are being met by
GVN.

I. The advisor reports on the amount of
economic effort being expended, its effectiveness and the degree to
which it is supported and appreciated by the people. The three in-
dicators he uses ares the extent to which the people ane working on
simple, short term projeots to improve private and public facilities;
the extent of public works projects and their benefit to the people;
the extent to which GMN ministries are helping and the extent of the
people's interest and participation in the GMN economic improvement
programs.

b. (U) Significant Psychological Operation Activities.

(1) The number of P8YOP air missions increased in the
past quarter as a result of continued emphasis. The number rose from
1,066 to a new high of 1,392.

(2) The number of air delivered leaflets and airborne
loudspeaker operations also increased. The hours of loudspeaker
operations rose to 844 as compared with 682 for the previous quarter.
Over a milion more leaflets were air delivered this quarter (194,994,000
as compared with 108,669,000). The 246th PSYOP Company, the lot and
25th Infantzr Divisions produced 10 million more leaflets than last
quarter (53,276,000 vs 43,816,000). The 6th PSYOP Battalion and other
off-shore agencies furnished more than 5 million leaflets for dis-
tribution in the III CTZ this quarter (5,259,550).

(3) The 246th PSMOP Compa=y has supported US/dMU op-
erations in the III CTZ with ten mobile loudspeakee teams. The com-
pany in normally authorized eq~uipment and personnel for only four
teams. Six additional teams were fielded despite an acute shortage of
equipment and personnel.

(4) During the quarter, 2,577 Hoi Chanh were reported in
the III CTZ. This is a substantial increase over the last reporting
period's total of 1,419. During the TBT period alone, V146 Hoi Chanh
returned to GVN control. The provinces with the most significant in-
creases weres Long An with 765; Gia Dinh 344; Rau Nghia 317; and Binh
Duong 306.
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f c. (U) Significant Civil Affairs Activities.

(1) The 2d Civil Affairs Company has completed deploy-
ment of its teams. The compe•W was reorganized into 14 AA plat.eo=.

One platoon was a-ttach to• each brigade-size unit OPCON to II VFOXWV
The teams have completed 19 hamlet surveys. They also provided civil
affaira support for Operations JMuTION CITY, FAIRFAX• XWERPH2.1M,VXAKA1!A1A an POUTS•L.

(2) Unit commanders have continued to emphasize civic
action even though their units were engaged in continuous offensive
operations during the past three months.

(3) -•1•CAF II continued throughout the II Field Force
area of operation treating an average of 38,130 patients monthly.

(4) English language instruction has shown a continuous
rise in the number of students attending classes and number of classes
held. US A=W personnel taught an average of 2,341 Vietnamese students
per month.

7. (U) YoMON.

a. During Operation JUNCTION CITY, a press camp was estab-
lished in the II FWORCEV tactical CP area. It was staffed by the
Information Officer, his deputy, drivers and clerks. The CO of the
16th Public Information Detachment acted as transportation coordinator
for all air movement of correspondents. MACV stationed a clearance
officer on-site to expedite clearance of A2q generated news stories,
radio tapes and piotures. A photo van with a photo prooessing team
was attached from the 53d Signal Battalion. This enabled on-site
processing and release of newsworthy photographs. Seventy newsmen
used the press camp which had sleeping and messing facilities. They
were given operational briefings and afforded interviews with the Com-
mandýng General and key staff officers when requested. They were
furnished air transportation to key operational units of their choice.

b. During Operation MANHATTAN, II FFORCEV did not establish
a forward CP; this negated the usefulness of a forward press camp.
Therefore, all correspondents who desired to cover the operation were
gathered on D-1 by the MACV Office of Information. Twenty-three cor-
respondents were taken to a secure location at Tan Son hhut Air Base.
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• -'i. +,d ia, *4•wdc.v_ v ny i•iformAtion about the operation, they were told
that they were "looked in" and that they could not return to their

L office or talk to anyone in Saigon. They were further cautioned that
ail news and information about the opeural.Oi, was under embarxgo u-i
MACV had offioially announced the start of the operation. After they
had agreed to these conditions, the 11 FlORCIAV Inforuation Officer
presented a short operational briefing outlining the general soheme
of maneuver. Correspondents were then taken immediately to waiting
aircraft and escorted to the division of their choice. No other cor-
respondents were invited to MANUTTAX until MACV had officially an-
nounoed the operation. Correspondents were then afforded a briefing
at Long Binh prior to entering the operational area.

8. (U) INSPE~CTOR GENERAL.

a. Four complaints and 28 requests for assistance were
received. No unfavorable trends are indicated.

b. Three investigations were conducted.

c. Four units received their annual I inspections.

9. (U) STAN JUD( ADVOCATE.

a. On A1 March a command letter was published announcing
the policy of the United States Government in regards to court-martial
Jurisdiction over civilians.

b. Ch 3 April a com•nd letter was published to aesiut all
eligible alien servicemen iit obtaining United States citizenship.

c. On 17 April the CG, 11FORCEV, signed a Law Day Pro-
lamation in observance of the tenth anniversary of Law Day, USA.

4. On 17 April Information Bulletin Number I was published.
This bulletin is the first in a series. The bulletin informs connanders
and their personnel about matters relating to military justice, claims
and legal assistance. (Inlc 10)

e. On 21 April a confidential command letter was published,
subjects War Crimes and Atrocities (U).
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ý A, -- f-.P.Following units were aseisned to 11 FFORCMV for GOM

(1) B•tter.V I (S•3hljj,)1. woo• ... W4 ........
to 1 iel FrceVitumonGo 44, TWV 31Ma 679 and furtherattaohed to 5th Bn (AW) (SP), 2d Arty on Go 601, 11 MFRCEV, 14 Apr 67.

Both orders had n effective date+ of 27 N-, 67.

(2) lot Howitzer Battalion (155mv) (SP), 27th A-rtillery,was assigned to 23d Artillery Group on GO 1815, UMAIV, 20 Apr 67, withan effective date of 13 Apr.
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ETION XII CO1UMANRE OBSMXERVATICNS AiM RECOMEOLTIONS

Discussion: The number of malaria oases has be.n relatively small

during this period. Since malaria is a "seaeona," disease, this should
not result in complacency. Approximately 30 oase, of inft~tio hePa-
titis have occurred in PCO•N units in the pa~t thiee months. Despite
intensive epidemiological studies, no final oonc. uoions have beon
reached. Venereal disease rates have shown only minor fluctuations.
With the present degree and type of command intereEi; in this problem,
personnel continue to report for treatment in the early stages of the
disease.

Obseryation: Continued command emphasis on sanitation and malaria
discipline is essential to maintain the health cf the command. fn
previous quarterly periods, excessive ooino..d interest in VD has driven
Ahe disease underground. This is to be av•ided.

Items Aeromedical evacuation (Duvt Off).

Disovisaion: An additional four helicopters have been e.4signed to the
air w•nbulanoe unit (18 to 22). The four add:.tional airc:-aft has allowed
a corresponding increase in aircraft available for prepo.:,itioned tac-
tieal support (Stand-by).

beVtion ven though helicopter ambulances are single purpose
aircraft? the allocation of these aircraft must be incezased as the
number of combat units increases. The number of such aircraft must
also be increased when the tactical situaý,ion precludes use of

ground ambulances for evacuation of patients from divisions and be-
tween hospitals.

Items Effeotive I system.

Disoussions The development of a dynamic IG system in combat units
is essential to the effective conduct of coniterinsurgency operations.
The unprecedented psychological pressures plawed on individual soldiers
requires an "escape-valve" mechanism to asseis the commander in re-solving minor problems before they become major problems. The 10 acts

as a trouble-shooter for the Chief of Staff ani Cormmding General;
this permits them to devote their attention to winning the war.
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Cta____ti__n To ba- ~v-A uic.-Lvial .L^ pIqualidJ. in combeat UnIVs Must be
manned at full strength with school-trained personnel of the highest

* caliber who have extensive combat experience.

IMLI ENCE COLLECTION

Items Infrared.

Discussions Infrared aerial surveillance continues to produce valu-
able information on possible eremy location and activity. However,
difficulty in discrimination continues to be a problem. Fires may be
enemy, friendly or simply agricultural burn-off or wood clearing op-
erations. Residual fires from artillery and air strikes also make
discrimination difficult.

Observation: For discrimination to be effective, the interpreter must
be fully informed on the location of all fires, ooke ovens, and friendly
activity. When a return does not match the known sorrcesp it is sus-
pect. Artillery may be fired against the aource of the infrared re-
turn. This is usually followed by a visual aerial or ground recon-
naissance. The results obtained build experience factors that are
applied to future infrared returns.

Item: Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR).

Discussion: SLAR reconnaissance continues to be successful, to a
degree, in the III CTZ. The heavy jungle and hilly terrain denies
much of the area to complete SLAR coverage. The VC transport supplies
and personnel in small, slow moving vehiclese and this limits detec-
tion by SLAR. Careful, accurate interpretation of W4Al imagery with
extreme attention to detail is required. However, the possibility of
over-irterpretation by eager interpreters must be recognized.

Observation, Not all SL&R returns represent movement; not all are
VC. To effectively discriminate a careful analysis is made by the
Aerial Reconnaissance Officer at all command levels. Returns in
areas of known friendly or civilian activity are simply noted. Re-
maining returns are carefully analyzed to establish patterns of VC
activity during curfew hours. Artillery may be fired against returns
which are suspect. Th~s is usually followed by a visual aerial or
ground reconnaissance, The results obtaired build experience factors
that are applied to future SLAR returns.
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2OPERATIONS

Item: B-52 Strikes.

Discussion: Previously B-52 strikes had been primarily used to destroy
lucrative targets developed by intelligence. With the increase in large
offensive operations in this quarter, there was an increase in unit re-
quests for B-52 strikes in support of ground operations. When units
began using B-52 strikes as an extension of planned tactical air and
artillery, staff responsibility was transferred from 0-2 to G-3.

Observation: As a result, ground follow-up actions have been more fre-
quent and damage assessments more timely.

Item: Pink Rose III Operation.

"Discussion: The operation's objective was to burn large areas of jun-
gle growth. The area was bounded by coordinates XT 105765, XT 104781,

" XT 145767 and XT 145784 and involved about 17 square kilometero. It
was treated with the herbicide agent, Orange, to kill the foliage.
Spraying by C-123 aircraft was completed o/a 24 Jan. Target re-
sponse to herbicide was normal, and target coverage was approximately
80%. Fifteen B-52s, each carrying 42 M35 incendiary bomb clustersp
delivered their munitions 041400 Apr on target. Weather forecast for
the day included 3,000' ceilings; broken clouds, 4/10 - 6/10 cover;
three mile visibility; and 1500' ceiling was expected in the target
area between 1500 - 1900 hours. Actual weather in #.he area at the TOT
included cumulus clouds at 3,000' and cloud cover of approximately 6/10.
No sustained fire developed; however, some underbrush was burned.
Reasonably round areas, about 20 feet in diameter, were burned thoroughly.
No significant overlapping of these areas occurred. Three secondary
explosions occurred. Whether this was caused by striking VC supplies
and/or incendiary bomblets exploding was not determined.

Obsernation: It appears that the area was as dry as could be expected.
A large portion of the target foliage was dead. Munitions were delivered
accurately, but a sustained fire did not develop. The current concept
and/or equipment used will not accomplish the desired result. If this
objective is to be pursued, consideration should be given to delivery
of a flammtable agent after the incendiary clusters are delivered.
Research and development problems would include development of an
adequate disseminating system that places the agent in the target area
under lapse conditions.
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Item: Friendly casualties from fire support continue.

Discussion: Dense foliage and enemy hugging tactics make contact at very
close ranges comion. Artillery and air oupport is imporbant and trequently

a.i,.ve in these sharp, short fire-fights. Infantry leaders down to the
squad level must be fully qualified to adjust artillery fire tnder these
conditions. They should be familiar with requesting USAO and Ar:W air
strikes. Adjustment of artillery by sound, creeping adjustment, radio
telephone procedures, land navigation and techniques for marking friendly
positions are some of the subjects that need emphasis. The most important
training subjects however, is the actual practice of adjusting close ar-
tillery and air strikes. This needs to be done realistically in training
of leaders, in unit training and in seneuvexs.

Observations Individual replacements and troop units are arriving in
Vietnam inadequately trained in the practical application of close fire
support.

S Items Inadequate Infantry training of non-combat specialists.

Discussion: The security requirements in Vietnam make every soldier a
part-time infantryman. Men from every unit, shop, and office st every
level and type of organization find themselves manning positions in base
defense; "riding shotgun" in convoys; and, at times, performing short-
range patrolling. As a bare minimum, all soldiers must be familiar with
light infantry weapons, night vision devices, field communications equip-
ment, and techniques of defense and patrolling. Advanced individual train-
ing and specialist training is apparently not devoting enough time to -chese
subjects because soldiers are forgetting what they learned in basic training.

Observation: One result has been a loss of effectivenass in the security
of support and service installations. Another, has been the unnecessary
friendly oasualties caused by accidental discharging of weapons and unsafe
techniques of challenging by security guards.

Item: Unsuitable boats and motors for Riverine Operations.

Discussions The standard 1ngineer boats and motors were designed for river
crossings, not for Riverine Operations. Units have attempted to use stan-
"dard engineer equipment for operations in Gia Dinh, Long An, and Dinh Tuong
1Provinces and the Rung Sat Special Zone. These attempts have failed. The
aluminum one-half pontoons sink when they axe hit by small-arms fire. The
hull is too weak to withstand the strain of repeated beachings. The 16
foot, plastic assault boats with 25HP motors are too clew. They axe used
to carry troops and habitually operate in streams that are frequently am-
bushed by the VC. The 25M? motor is too small for most purposes. It is
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also mechanically unreliable: it frequently fails and has a hilh At-.-

jObservations Troops re ,alarly enga.ed in i r have had to
Xvquest civilian boats through the slow, expensive EHSURE program. Othertroops have borrowed USN, Transportation Corps, and ARVN boats or have
had to use the unsuitable engineezý boats."
Item, Separate brigade forward area signal platoon.

Discussion: Two of the separate brigades deployed to Vietnam withouttheir normal forward area signal platoon. A composite sigml platoonwas organized from the 36th Signal Battalion (CA)to provide interimsupport for the 199th Infantry Brigade (Lt), but this prevented the estab-lishment of radio relay systems between base camps. The 173d AirborneBrigade (Sep) was supported by a provisional detachment organized fromthe 53d Signal Battalion (Corps). This left the signal battalion with
insufficient operational spares. During Operation MOCTION CITY, radio
relay and carrier equipment had to be borrowed from the 2d Signal Group
to augment communications for the II FFORC2V tactical CP.
Observations When it is necessary to deploy a unit without its organic
signal support, sufficient resources exist in-cotontry to provide interim
support. However, these provisional communications support packages tendto degrade the flexibility of tactical signal units.
Iteem: Excessive number of niessags with Immediate Precedence.
Discussions During this quarter, more than 119,000 messages were trans-
Mited ectrically. Eighty perent of these messages were classed asImmediate. This disproportionate volume of high precedence traffio handi-caps the message handling system. When most of the massages be•ng received
at a relay or terminal are the same high precedence, there is no way inwhich they can be given expeditious service. For example, as a matterof policy, all preplanned air strike requests are assigned an Immediateprecedence. If Routine would suffice in some of the cases, this wouldexpedite the transmission of those truly Immediate messages.

gkxain Precedence should be assigned as required by the content
of the message rather than on general categories. The practice of
assigning a precedence to a message because of its category, ratherthan its content, should be reviewed.It~em, Complaints that the KY-8 diminishes the range of the radio circuit.
Discussion: During Operation CEDAR FALLS, many commanders used the KY-8for the first time to provide secure voice transmissions. Several
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complained about a definite loss of signal strength and range. Com-
S__manders were reminded that more voltage and amperage are required when

uoine the XY-S. Generators and storage batterieu uupplying the current
to key the KY-O must be maintained at near full-capacity. 'hen this is
done, the signal strength and range will remain the sawe, even with the
additional voltaiv load placed on the system by the use of the KY-B.

=$ Observation: During training, operators must be reminded that near
WE capacity voltage in-put must be maintained for maximum operating effi-

_ ciency. This is particularly true when additional load demands are
placed on. the system. Further, more vehicular installation kits are

needed to provide secure voice transmissions when speed and security
are equally essential.

Item: Voice and teletypewriter circuits between logistical support
operations center and their forward suppott base.

Discussion: The establishment of forward support bases by the 15th Sup-
port Brigade to supply tactical elements during Operation JUNCTION CITY
imposed increased demands on the tactical communications. The 15th Sup-
port Brigade has no organic communications capability. Therefore, it is
dependent on the divisions and II FFORCZV for this support.

W Observation: The logistical support brigades should be given an organic
signal support unit.

Item: trequency interference between VHF aircraft radios and A.1/TRC-24
radio relay equipment.

Discussion: The concurrent use of frequencies in the VHF band by aircraft
and for radio relay has made it extremply difficult for sigml units to
operate at extended ranges with the AN/TRC-24 because of frequency inter-
ference, The AN/TRC-24 was desiaied to operate approximately 50 miles.
However in the III CTZ, there are no significant hill sites within this
range. Therefore, it has been necessary to operate systems up to 90 miles
from a major relay site. Because of the extanded range, there is a defi-
nite loss in signal strength; and the system is extremely vulnerable to
interference from aircraft radios.

Observation: AN/TRC-24 tuning heads for frequencien above 500 mos or

the substitution of the newer, improved AB/GRC-50 radio relay equipment
is needed to solve this problem.

Item: Frequency over-crowding.
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Discussions There are 92 frequencies available in +he 30 "_ 5j mow
bad. The ?"ea. Ur-d Forces in the III CTZ operate 452 FM
radios within this one frequency band. Results too few frequencies
for too many radios. Further, all nroe tswe airfcart radios as one or
more•. etat.-'+n' . The use of normal aircraft radios with an output ofonly 7-10 watts does not create as much of a problem as ooMend con-

soles do. The AN/VRC-46 (aircraft mounted command consoles) generates
an output of 35 watts when operated on high power. The problem of too
many radios and radios operated unnecessarily on high power is further
compounded by a common failure -- poor radio-telephone procedure and
unnecessary chatter.

Observation: Communications procedures and discipline must be stressed
during training. Comand consoles should be operated on low power unless
effective communications cannot be established.

SUPPLY/MAINTENANCE

Item: Aerial Delivery Resupply.

Discussion: Some difficulties arose when the Aerial Delivery System
was exercised during Operation JUNCTION CITY. Free fall of bundles,
inaccurate drops, dented metal 05mm containers (making it impossible
to remove the round) and lack of cargo manifests were major problem
areas .

Observation: There was an apparent weakness in the webbing of some
air dropped items. The opening shock tore the webbing, allowing the
cargo to fall free. A close check of webbing on subsequent drops was
made with no recurrence of this difficulty. Ammunition in metal con-
tainers came from pre-rigged stocks. This problem was overcome when
wooden containers were used. Pilots now have a manifest e.ving the
contents of each bundle of cargo and the drop sequence. The pilot in-
forms the ground commander. The commander can then make a decision on
the advisability of recovering bundles that fall outside the drop zone.

Item: PLL of Spare Parts.

Discussion: One infantry division arrived in-country with a double
issue of spare parts for aircraft. During the Past 14 months, they
have used these spare parts as required. However, they failed to
record demand data and establish a continual flow of parts throug
normal supply channels.
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Obeenationi Because of procurement lead-time and the magnitude of
repair parts needed for aircraft, it is imperative that units comply
with "eCtiM. V!, ,R 735-35. Vais requxreb that a PLL be established
and maintained as soon as they arrive in RVN. By a shift in priorities,

• ~spare parts were made available t~o the divi-_enz.- Th•is did, to a degre,

"loviate the situation. 
..

ia: Individual Bouipment,: TA 50-901.

Discussions A shortage of TA 50-901 items continues to exist due
primarily to the constant flow of replacements from CONUS.

Observation: This situation will continue until the troop buildup
diminishes or until the availability of items equals the demand.

Item: Failure to Justify Ammunition Expenditures in Excess of Avail-
able Supply Rate (ASE).

Discussion: During and after completion of Operation JUNCTION CITY,
all units fai~ed to report and justify the expenditures of anmunition
in excess of the ASR, except one. That unit submitted Justification
for its excessive usage of yellow and violet smoke grenades; it was
forwarded to USARV. This resulted in an increased ASR for the theater,
and the grenades were flown in by special airlift. On 5 M4Y these
grenades were removed from ASR control.

Observation: This headquarters can obtain additional allocations from
USARV provided units report and justify expenditures in excess of the
ASR.

Items Rome Plows - Jungle Clearing Operations.

Discussion. During Operations CEDAR FALLS, JUNCTIOX CITY and MAN-
RATTAN extensive Jungle clearing operations were conducted. The medium
tractor, D-7 or HD-16, is the standard tractor for the Rome Plow at-
tachments. During these operations, the Rome Plows were used to clear
large tracts of land. They encountered heavy jungle growths trees 18-
36 inches in diameter with 100-150 foot high canopies. The trees were
surrounded by thick secondary growth. As a result of these operations,
several lessons were learned.

Observation: FIELD MODIPICATI0NS - The hydraulic hose to the tilt
cylinder for a bull blade is longer than necessary for the Bone Plow.
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it B wasflhriesd t to The anti-freeze
thermostats are not needed in Vietnam; therefore, they were removed..

L The rear screen on the cab needed reinforcing to prevent its being
ripped when backing into heavy growth. In addition tu fliold -oodif"Ioa'•
of the rear screen, a DA Form 2407 (Equipment Improvement Request) is
being submitted.

Observation: SQUIPMENT OPERATION - While clearing jungle growth,
operators learned to never exceed second gear for short passes and
to use first gear for long passes. hen clearing heavy jungle growth,
the tractor rums hot. This overheating o.n cause cracked heads, blownI gaskets and extreme engine wear. Operators learned to be espeuially
alert to this hazard. When extremely large trees were encountered
(36 inches in diameter or larger), they were by-pazeed and left for
demolitions teams. Regular, dozers do not have a protective cab; there-
fore, they must not be used in the same area while Rom Plows are fell-
ing tall trees. However, this slows down the clearing operation andI retards the tactical operational schedule. The engineer units are fab-
ricating safety cabs for the regular dozers; in addition, they are sub-
mitting a Di Form 2407.

Obseryation: OPABATOR MAMEMANCE - Dirt, leaves and aungle growth
clog the radiators and covers the engine. To preclude fire and to aid
cooling, the radiators and engine housing must be blown out frequently
using an air compreusor. The dozer belly pan must be removed daily to
remove accumulated dirt and leaves. Part of this problem was caused
when some dozers were shipped to Vietnam with the pull-type fan (winter
fan). This pulls the jungle debris into the radiator and around
the engine. The push-type fan is being requisitioned. Further, a
larger radiator is needed for the D-7. A DA Form 2407 is being submit-
ted.

Observation: ASL (Authorized StockaWe Levels) - Because of the heavy
work load anid long operating sohedules, supply of repair parts and
maintenance axe critical. Radiators, filters, air cleaners, turbo

- chargers, hydAraulic hoses and cleat bolts are especially critical.
They need frequent replacement. Stookage levels must be maintained
higher than for conventional tractor operations. Therefore, unit ASLs
must be increased when they anticipate extensive jungle clearing op-

• erations.

Observations M&INTENANCE SUPPORT - Contact teams must be employed at
each work site or flown in from a central location by helicopter to
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__ make immediate repairs. Further, periodic maintenance halts must be
scheduled for opler.atr rmaLnter.•nce. '-aoto- should be brought into a
central location for this maintenance, so contact teams can assist the
operators. Welding equipment and air compressors must be available for
preventive repair.-.

Ubsernvtion: COIVROL - dhen Rome Flows operate singly and in dense
jungle growth, control is extremely difficult. The operators are
given radios, and numbers are painted on the cab roofs. The super-
visor controls their movement from a helicopter using compass headings
for directional control. Radios for this purpose axe not included in

MV the unit TOE. Engineer units are studying the problem to determine the
Sfeasibility of submitting an N1OB requesting one radio per dozer and

Rome Flow for this purpose.

Item: High Deadline Rate for Base Power Generators.

Discussiont A considerable number of nonstandard generators were brought
in-country by units to fill TOE shortages; some in excess of authorized
allowances. Many of these were commercial or obsolete generators; there-
fore, the necessary repair parts are not available through the normal
supply channels. The standardization program, outlined in USARV Reg
750-21, 17 Jan 67, has not been implemented because replacement generators
have not arrived from OONUS. It has been requested that DA place goner-
ators under the Closed Loop Program, thereby insuring a one-for-one
replacement.

Tactical generators, 1.5 to 45 ICW, were not designed nor
intended to be used to furnish base camps with electricity. Many of

.these generators are 'being used for this purpose on a 24 hour, 7 day-a-week
schedule. This abnormal operating schedule has directly contributed to
the high deadline rate. This has exceeded the projected usage rate and
created a critical shortage of spare parts.

Observation: Generators, 60 KW and above, are capable of providing base
campe with dependable power. These generators have now been removed from
the G-4 tactical requirements channel. The responsibility for these gen-
erators has been transferred to the EIgineer R&U Section of Ist Log Comd.

Item: Replacement of the M113 with the M113AI Armored Personnel Carrier (APO).

Discussion: During a, three month period, 316 APC were destroyed by VC
mines, recoilless rifles and RPG-2. This indicates the increasing empha-
sis the VO is placing on the destruction of armored vehicles. Of the APC
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demaged, 193 or 61 percent were totally destroyed. Examination of the I
vehicles and obaerver-reports indinete th-at m--y 0f the AM Were destroyed,
nor directly by enemy action, but by the flash fire that resulted when
the gas taniks and fuel lines were ruptured. A laree number of the wounded
and killed in the APC were victims •of the flash fire, not enemy action.

Observation: The M113AI is diesel powered, therefore, it is not as vul-

nerable to flash fire.

MNVOLUTIONARY WiVELOP2 MT

Item: Improvement of PSYOP Material for Use AgaLnst the Viet Cong.

Discussion: Through interrogations of Hoi Chanh, it has been learned
that elimination of certain objectionable material would greatly im-
prove the effoctiveness of propa,,anda leaflets. Two of the most im-
portant observations made by the Hoi Chanh are:

a. Caricatures and cartoons which ridicule or degrade
individuals serving in the Viet Cong forces tend to antagonize the
target audience and lessen the credibility and overall effectiveness
of the leaflets.

b. Ilany local VC do not like to be called by the term
"Viet Cong." They do not consider themselves Communists but fighters
for the National Liberation Front.

Observation: In the development of leaflets for psychological opera-
tions, extreme care must be exercised to provide accurate and credible
propaganda which does not antagonize the target audience. Psychologi-
cally correct terminology must be developed to address specific target
audiences.•

Item: Critical shortage of Vietnamese language qualified personnel in
PSYOP units.

Discussion: The psychological operations company supporting II FFORCEV
does not have any qualified Vietnamese linguists. This situation
inhibits the development of effective propaganda material by otherwise
well-trained US personnel. In every case, the translation and interpre-
tation of propaganda material must be accomplished by Vietnamese linguists.
The PSYOP unit does not have the capability to check on the accuracy or
appropriateness of the translation.
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C bgeryation: To insure credible iwopagan"a, ITS P1.yci logic4al operatiozwon
personnel must be trained in the native language of the area.

Items VC Countermeasures to the Chieu I1i Program.

Discussions Interrogation of ralliers and captured enemy documents
reveals an active promram by the VC to counter the Ohieu 3Di Program.

f ubservations The Chieu Hoi Program must be implemented in striot accor-
danice with policies and promises announced by the GYN. Any failure to
follow the announced program provides the VC with valuable propaganda
and permits him to effectively counter Chieu Hoi propaganda. When GVN
promises to VO ralliers are not kept, the entire Chieu Hoi Program
suffers.

Item• Civil Affairs/Civic Action Surveys.

Discussion: These surveys conducted in hamlets often contain signifi-
cant intelligence, such as the names of local leaders, VC taxation rates
and local terrain information.

t Observation: Civil Affairs Surveys should be furnished to appropriate
intelligence agencies. MACV Sector and Sub-Sector Advisors should
receive a copy of surveys conducted in their areas. Copies of Civil
Affairs/Civic Action Surveys are being provided to G2, II FFORCL2.

Item: Hamlet Evaluation Survey.

Discussions The statistics provided by the monthly report proved to be
valuable source of information to the Revolutionary Development staff.

in monitoring the R/D progress. The report identifies hamlets where the

relationships between the civilian and military forces (RVNAF or US/F•wM1)
needed improvement and indicates the cause. It was readily apparent
that the report contained valuable information for intelligence staffs
at all levels. The report has the most complete list available of the
villages and hamlets in the III GTZ. It also provided the first detailed
evaluation of the effectiveness of the VC guerrilla force and infrastruc-
ture at the hamlet level. The combat comnander should also have access
to this information.

Observ~tion: II FFORCEV G-2 has the information available. Beginning
with the May report, extracts of the ADP print-out will be distributed
to division and separate brigades covering their area of interest.
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IteM! T-etter Ut±14Zaiuj of Captured Food,

Discussions In some instances food and supplies captured from enemy
forces are destroyed. This material should be given to local GVN
officials for use in district and province relief programs. local
Chieu Hoi and refugee centers can also use captured commodities.

Observation: Food should not be destroyed until coordination has been
made with the Office of Civil Operations representatives because they
cai often assist in evacuation. Food commodities should not be burned
or destroyed until authority has been granted from the appropriate head-
quarters. In the case of large food caches, final decision on destruc-
tion will be made by MACV only.

INFOXIIATION

Item: News Exploitation.

Discussion: An atrocity committed by the Viet Gong at Suoi Chan, killing
members of a Revolutionary Development team, was expeditiously reported
the same day to news media. Photos taken by advisors on the scene were
rushed, still undeveloped, to the Information Office. A story with pic-
tures was forwarded for distribution to news media in time for them to
file their story that same day. As a result, excellent and timely press
coverage provided full exposure of heinous acts by the VC against civil-
ians of the MVf.

L Osrtion: This war is the most photographed conflict in history;
almost every soldier has a camera. This vast resource of photos can
only be tapped by a vigorous campaign to insure that every soldier is
public information oriented. Information Specialists who arrive on-the-
scene, after the fact, must seek out these potential picture sources.
All personnel must be encouraged to take photos of newsworthy events and
immediately forward unprocessed film to the nearest Information Office
for processing and immediate relay to MACV Information Office for clearance.
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Items Commander's- Recooam-dationa.

NIONE.

Major aeep *.f A
Acting Comn~der -'

IMI
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ME P1JKP.A17;W')U iiibi AT i7VlFU AMY ~ TW r'IAfl K ice 90'75 2 Alt (x1f Yb7

L in Uhllr-7f fnitscd Ste Az-wjy, Pacific, Arm- =&T--ir
APO 96550 M

Dopo-12wýt 01, the Azy Offfkq of~th Aý,1s,ýtant thbirf Of SIniMf ior
Foxte -l1v -iurs Wuhovnn -adX the0310

I (U) Tbnis cIhAvrtr ; hiu aweo th Opu atlo ReUpart.ý
"It@20f12 L-nwme-d for tho puri-d eniidng 30 April- 1967 from Headquartern,

11 Field Porce Viotnna.

a. Refer-once ittm conoerwniuxg ner~m., ical evati-La1tion, Pago 402
Conc~ur. Approved troop pro.greimning for USAYW includ~es additional. medical.
air ambulances fc arrival ike.country duriing CY 67. Althou~h these air-

r~qireent vdl ont~neto be accomplishw by operationial airc~raft
whenlthe tactital ituaion ediciated their cose :I wrgonedesiteauations

I.b. R oronce ituwa conern ing unsuitable boats and mnotors for
Rivrrine O-parat.Jon, pago 43q. Concur. Boston W~halers ordurod through

th-as ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t MM ytmaeervz it 0M ng-ines.

ce Reference Item concerning aerial delive,-y r..upyly,, page 46:
Cknctir. Action ham been taken to eliminate the use of the cotton A22
contatiner. 1taeofar as possiblo the new nylon type will be used. During
future operations wnmunition will be air dropped as preveribed in TM 10-5W0-53,
which requires that air dropped sm-nmition have the wooden over pack.

d. Reference it=~ concerning indl-1viduai 'equiiiaent, TA 50-901,
page47~ oncr. TereI. ashotage Of replacement TA 50-901 equip=-

__ mont in RWN and CON1M as indicated by elow receipts in RVN. Az eqip-
meat J.0 received it :6 iciua fill dues out. Recoullend units reis-
ano as =uch TA 50-901 equilment, as posuible to replac~ements as it is
recovered from departing irorsonnel.

s, Reference iten concerning high deadlino rate for base powr
generaw~re, page 49:. uon-ur. Sixty zrw ana W00 KWI generators are arriving
in RM n quantity, and wil alleviate the need to use tactical generators
for base power. owa~~a ~wl~~~
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anid 46ý Concuar In thie oubserntie3L. Uxo-Ls ban been 4aneernu-act- tn r¶w 9
straflg emvbzaeis tw opexrator train ng, regardess of th rank of -he
operator, to ins~ure gb-solute fiatJlar-tr with the equipment. When to.
usoe high and lot pownr-4 in IcZ ZZZZI a natttmr nTf onsrator dioerflt-nn

-~ hetmvar, operators -regardleez of rsn~k, must be fully appraised of the
impact tho s Laoto high pfna-r han on freqpeneyu~ congest-ion irAY the tharater.
?ionttoring mnd critiques off not" operation are beneficial in achlovingI
goodI radio pr-ocedureo and not dinelplins.j

___ ~FOR THE1 CO'XW-DflR:

-- at 3year fIntsva~s
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'WTJ•f( Opr in I l porv" fnr tou' Quiartci-y Period Endhig 30 Apruil 196/

Eo'wi 191, IT T'i hd Forr-e, Viewnamn (RCS C;OP-P5\

-Th, IS PX', PA(.UFIC, AM San Francisco 96558 10 OCT1967

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Dovelopment, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1, This headquarters has evaluated subject report and for-ga-ding
indorsements and concurs in the report an indorsed.

•2. kefcrerico pare 2ck 2d _:d _4.a : (nerawora are
currently being managed ,,nder the Cloined Loop Program.

FOR THE GOMANDER IN1 CUIIF:

M. V.OSBOUIN
15 Inel MAJ, AGO

nc Asst AG

III
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ONI

UNITS A33I(1=0
J{FJ, 1 ~(~1EV10 Jan 66 LONiG BINH1

D,' iIFOM~VR= 17 Jen66 LRG BINH

MMD, Oth TAB, 25th AwtY 13 Aug 66 LONG BINI!

2d CA Co 7 Ds 66 LONG DINH

9th Treaz Co (Car) 23 Aug 66 LONG ElN1

44th APU I Oat 66 LONG MNU

552d MP 00 23 Sep 66 LONG 3IENH

UNITS ATT•A•CHE

2d Bn, 34th Anor 12 Sep 66 LONG BINH

5th Bn, 2d A"-y (AW SP) & 27 Nov 66 LONG BINH
. . P Btry, 71s* AaV*Y (AW)

. . 53d Big n (orpe)- 4 Jun66 Lorc BM

16th Big Det 16 May 66 LONG BINH

7th Ril Hint Det I Jun 66 LONG BINH

16th 2&-A A Jun 66 LONG BIXH

_29th Chem Dot 10 NMi 66 LONG BINH

=Dot 32, 5th Weather Sqdn 1 Oat 66 LONG BINH

Lacl 1 57
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h.ji~ 0;5 Ff11 ")' 00 AprA

:NN

WXDATE LOCATION

219th M Do 20 ft 66 LONG D71111

503 1R n 8 un66 LONGI 31•-H

517th Mgr-, Det 4 Jun 66 Wr01IG W131[

*: In tho p•r-viouo quaPter, tho 5M SHg Bn un reported -n I n OO unit.

It should have been maported am attached.

OPCOU UNIT

Iut lnf Div 15 Max 66 DT All

9th Inf Div 14 Dec 66 BEAB. CAT

ist ATF Jun 66 N4W DAT

3d Bae, 4th Inf Div 16 Oct 66 DAU TIENG

173d Abn Bde (Sep) 22 Mar 66 BAEN 110A

199th Inf Dde (Sep) (Lt) 10 Dec 66 LONG BINH

-, 11th ACE 26 Sep 66 XIIAII LOC

23d Arty Gp 15mar 66 PHU L01

54th Arty Gp 1 Oct 66 XUAN LOC

12th iAm Gp 15 Mar 66 LONG BflM

__246th YSY0P Co 6 Dec 66 B~lHOA

TENANT UNIT

61st dDet Do 25 Jun 66 LONG BINH

P freviously the 61st Med Dot wan rep.rted as attached. It should
= have been rzported as a Tenant Unit.
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1 i7 1 FORC~ B3IKIl lOA I,()0lG BINH YIf 5I 1 1 1 CGHIRONCV
B . E' D Hui,, D--- . 'n XT3 7 060 To ;'TTRCJV

5 12T B1)R• l'GT INP DIV Li14 i DIJUN(; P11100C VI IfH XT955497 1ST 1Bi' 1)1V
1/2D INF BN BINH DNONG PFH U C V! •. XTWOAQO9 IRT RTID, I Q TO hT" =M

5 1/26TH INVF B1 BII- DUIONG P1O(1 VMOO f XT974499 ;ST B21,t JiT 1N0' DIV6 1/28TH INF BP BINI DUONO P1100C VINII XT954498 IST MDr.., 1ST INF DIV
7 2.D BDE, 1ST IRV DIV RFIN H11A0 X MH '(PT907073 1L"T 11F DIV
8 2/16TH 114F BN BINI I110A DI AN XT909077 ;D TIM,, 1,11 T 11' t-1IV .
9 1/18T1I11W Im N MEB.N IIOA DI A.I XT907076 21I B j, S klT ill D iV v10•'I 2/1 8TH 10 BN _-9Z• ..... I 11A DI All ,XT903077 1•) .31)kl ` o.' .'I ýT E ._ii' V

11 3D DDE, IST RIF* DIV B13M MUONG LAI 11U• XT•64378 IS1 fi -0,1 _v
12 L /, i 1li_' •N (i.vC11) 1"I-N1 40)1NC MA• Mfh1 XPT78h4y(9 9 D IF., 1•T MI1) DIV
13 1/16T1 Ii.1F I4N BI3h DUONG LAU K[11 XT770479 3D IB3D, IST IINF DIV14 2/28TH IlLN BN1 BINH DTUONOv LAI KM JT764380 3D B 0E, 1jT IW1t Fi!V
15 1/4T{ GAv Y -DN 30M -AJO141 OO'T PHU LOT XTrn6").17 5 IST T141 .. lV
16 1ST INF DIV AR!TY BI I)UONG PHFI LO XTH6'157 1ST 1, F DIV
17 I/5TH ARTY BN (105T) BINH WUONG PHUOC VINH XT96549go I ST T?:; I¥ ! jRTY
18 8/6TH AMRY BN (IB•P) EINH BUOMW PHU LOI XT867157 1ýiuT f1i1' DIV ARTY
19 1/7T1T AMY BN (105T) B ITU, HCA DI AN AT909071 IST iIYF DT V AOTY
20 2/33D ARTY BIN (1OST) B1111 MUONG LAX •Ik E M XI760375 iT 1'-F DIV ARTY
21 1ST AVN BN BN1 9MJUONG PHU LoI YTO31171 1ST IN' DIV
22 1ST EN(R IN BIEl1 i OA DX AN vT 901057 !i'T IfNP DIV
23 121ST SIG Blq 110I 11OA DX AN XTY94051 1IT •1i oIV
25
26

* 2-7
219
29

31 9TH INF DIV BIEN bOA iL NG THAXN 7T163002 iI PFORCEr
32 IST BDW, 9TH IU DIV BIEN RQA L0NC4 'MAI'N YT169001 9TH rip ill
33 2/39TH INN BN BIEN ROA LONG THUANH IT163018 1:TTiD, 9TB1 I DIV i
34 4/39TH IN BIN BIJM HDA LONc- THA"H W163042 1T BADE, 9TH! N1D? DIV35 2/47TH D B N (MCH) DIM MA ONG THMH TM71006 1ST B1De, 9T-1)1IM DMV
36 2D) BDZ, 9TH IN? fly DINH TUONG DO021 TA.! XS417439 9TINDV
37 3/4-TH IX? EN DINH THONG DONG TAIN XS4 17439 2D BMD, 9TH IN- DIV
38 4/47TH I1F BN BIM HOA LONG THAM - T173001 29 BME, 9TH INV? DiV
39 3D BDr, 9THa 12 DIV WOAG AN TAN AN XS456648 9di INF DIV
40 3/39TH IN? BN LONG AN PACH MITN X739697 3D BDE, 9TH IR- DIV
41 2/6OTH IN1 BEN LONG AN AP TAN THANH XS653623 3D BDE, 9 ti N!F DIV42 3/60TH INF BN DINH TUONG DONG TAM YS417439 3D BDE, 9.-1 -1I DIV
43 5/60TH IXf BN (1icH) LONG AN BI•TH PHuoC XS609953 3D BDE, 9TH INF DIV
44 3/5TH CAV SqDN BIM HOA LONG THANHE -n167010 9TH M14 DIV
45 9TH If? DIV AIey BIEN HDA LONG T-AIH Y-T1172004 9T;( 1NF DIV
46 1/11TH AMT BN (105T) BIEN HOA LONG THANH ITI T2018 9TH 11fF DIV ARY

Incl 2 21
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LINE UHIT RC ~ STATION EC(&jR&TM~ cowRH

4'I 2/4TH A&T.Y BN (105T) LONG AN TAY 0N XS546648 9Th N? DIV ARTY
48 3/34TH ARTY BNI (1OT) BIMH TUONG DONG TANi Y417439 3D D, 9TH t-t DIV

49 1/84TH Ak-TY Di 815V/8""P) BIa~ HDA LONdG TWAE 15B168997 9TH Th? DIV ARTY

50 9TH AVE BN BIEN FOA LONG TRo YT16CO12 9n I2M DIV
91 1 STI ]inGRIN BME 130k LONG TRANH nT166013 9TH 11W DIV

1.52 9TH SIG BN BIDI Y10A LONG0 TlTq 15170998 9TH 1STF MIV
53 190H 17 BM BVIM Mk LONG BIMH ?W77122 M IMF DIV
rA 2 AD 0 B BN? M& LONG MMNR MT77122 199TH BW

373I nW PH MEN MA LONG DINH =T077122 199TH noE
.56 4/12THI I M BM Hu WIGD BIN1 "77122 1991H BDS

57 D/07TH OAV TIP BM MA LONG 1010111 =77122 199TH BME
58 2/40T AM Dl (105T) BinW MA LOWG BINH M77i•22 i99"H RE
59 871TH KOH Co BigN LaA WIGo BNg 1077122 199TH DD
60
61
62
6• •5'T DV RAU YGR1A CU CHI MR647153 II P-•OI? V

S4 i1T BME, 25TH IN DIV H-N N1HIA 00 CHI xr654157 25TH I DIV
65 4/97H 114? IN EAU NGH11 CU CI XPT662155 1ST BMD, 25TH 10 DIV
66 2/',4TH 0 BN RiAU NOM.A CU CHI X1657161 13T b13, 25TH IV DIV
67 4/23D OF By (MH) HNU IRIA CU CHI XT653164 1ST BIN, 25TH IX? DIV
68 2D BDE, 25TH IN DIV HAN NGFU OU CHI 1X644157 25TH IK? DIV
69 i/5 TN B (leON) HAU N 11A C X 1 7653163 21D BIM, 25TH IW DIV

70 1/27TH IM4 DR RAU 301k U Cl 1 on7X639151 21 D,5T1WDI
71 2/27T lIN B9 HAD NOH1A OU CHI XP642157 2D BDE, 25TH In DIV
72 3/4TH CAY s0) RAU Nam1 Cu 031 XT654145 25TH 71? DIV

•°73 25TIl IXF DIXV ART HU MMIA CU CRT. MR6451• 25THN W ])II
74 I/8M AM B (105T). H& WOHIA ou amI :XT60156 25T15 W3 DI"V AW"

S75 7/1 M MW W(105T) HAU N09TA CU CELL X656163 25T'H IN DIV ARTY
I -M A R T BN 1 ( 5/ 0 "SP ) RAU NO M CU C HI X % 4 156 25 TH IR DIV A JIT

77- 25TH Aii W ij NGM CuU 011 X•47147 25T 111 DX1,•70 65TH FXGR BN MY% NGH.XA CU CE11 XT656153 25TH INP DIV

79 125TH SIG FM HAU NOM• cu CHI XT643149 25TH 3W DIV

2/)0 T PB, 4TH (IN DV BINH DUONG DLU TIMG 11495472 25TD H M- ? DIV
-]81 2/,11TH ,ZW331 DN • IRE DUONG DAU 'FMiiiiiI , XT4924712 3D BDE, 4Tff INF DIV

F2 2/2n. INP BN (,MMC) BINRt DUORG DAU T3XNG JU490480 5V BDR, 4TH 10 9DIV;83 3/.22D IMFP BW BINH MOONO DAU TIENG -1490470 3D) BDE, 4T1H IN DIV

•_ 85 2/777 Ald'! B (105T) BlIf., WONo PAU 2:00 n495475 Pm BDR, 4TI M, DIV

" - 87
88

92
91
92

96
97 173D AU•IN BD D DDI 31A SI" BOA 1To9149 II PM0-EC
98 1/503D) APN W~U 11 DIEN MA BIM NML 17998147 173D) MM
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LINE MIME PHOn_=C STATION COORINATES

99 2/503P AM] I& BR BIM WL BIEN HM YT025153 1731 BM
100 4/5031) hER MY BN BME HDA B33 RDA YT022152 173D R-Im
101 A/16TH AMR BIEN ROA BIEN HOA YMO21141 1731 BM.
102 S/l7'IH UAV TWi BIWR HDA BIEN HOA YT007156 1731) DJ
103 3/319TH AWY 0 (105T) BIER HDA BIMI MAk Y!W031 4 8 1 73D) Bt

S10A M7D MMO OD 71I91 MO BNA MAk Y%0061&8 131 TO WE

- 106
S107r, 108

109
110 Hq 1,ST AT? PHOO0 TOY NM DT 10435667 11 "PM1ON
III 61MBA RM MW TUY NMIDAT 18441684 HQ1ism, AV
112 7TH RAX POW0 m M D&T 18442765 HQ 1ST ATP
113 P1 UsZ SWD PH=0 TUT 101 IDAT '154356624 HQ 1ST ATP
114 A S4/3D CA. RE.P POW TOT 101 Da YS451667 NQ 1ST AT?

15 1ST YE RUM (105 P1.0K) PR=0 TMr xUI Wa 73431663' HQ 15T AT?'
.16 1ST PD U BaE PH=0 TUY NM DAT YS437665 HQ 13T ATM16 O3D Mr. 1ST PH= TOY N0 DAT Y.432666 EQ 1sT A•T118

S119
E 120 11TH ACE LOG EUR LNG Q3AO To438968 11 FONO

t 121 1/11TA A %MN LONG]I LONG GIAO 18440970 11THa Ai
S122

123 3/11TH AC 3Q•1 LONG MUA.M IG G,0 13433963 11TH AOR
124 919TH ,E110 0O lONG MMT1.O Y08440976 11TH ACR
125

- 126
127 S128
1•29I•30 2/34TH AR Bi DIN I0A LIOG KIM YT125113 In ?'F0R0IT

)2
- 133

134 HQ 1101 0RM AI .B- 10- M LONG BINS 7"51112 3I WOROET
135 5/2D AMY BD (40m A••P) BIEN XA Io, IIEm !T0o12o n FcEv AR
136 8/25TH ARTT BN (TAB), HBI BIEI ML LONG DINS fT052112 II hlWEIr iM
137 HQ 23) AM UP BINH DU•CG. PM L31 X845152 11 ?,ORCV AMR
"138 1/27TH-AMY B1 (15.53P) B33H DUONG PM L01 =845153 23D) AWY GP
139 2/13TEI Aml DI (lOST) DINS DUONO P1U LZ 1T"47152 23D ARTY GP
140 6/27TH AMY ZX (6"/1758P) BINE DUG POWC VINH n!757498 23D) AZMY (W
141 2/32D Alf -BN (B'/175SP) TAT NM TAY 1r1 XT163522 23) AM 0UP
142 54TH ARTY P ONG XANH xAU& 1e0C Ti'467007 11 1FMLV ART
143 7/9TH AM! 3M (105T) DIMf WA LONG THUD IT1 69005 54TH AMY GP
144 2/"5TH AM W • (155 SP) i£o MIME X10* 10 YT470097 54M km OP
145 1/630 AMY B (8"/1758P) P= 000 TOT NM DMT r3426657 54TH AM OP
146
147
148
149
150 12TH AVIATION GP BiMl HA LONG DINE 7T058170 II 'C(ROTE
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ZRýIT lc 3STT~ o" z OOm INA ~ C35 1 TH AVIN BIT 

___

&Ti s ---- AI mu WEI "858161 12TH AV1N op153 -B2 IY &N E H~ OA B X.M BOA X" 98812 9  12TH A N C
M. ~~151# 269THl AVX N EN MGTUI& 

WG
155 L14TH AVN BN* rAV~ NGUA LOU Tam H X656157 19TH~ mV' OP156 

HA riii UI 1~51-16700 12THr~ AUf G?

_16 53D SIG1 
3N1EXW OA LONG B3WH o1o

*The 2 14th Avp E An pz'e- uev nam -- 11 ao Am En"
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STATISTICAL SW=RY

TACTICAL AD SUPPORT

I Fbwuavy - 30 April 1967 SA .WAT.

•.1. Total *Ax sorie duin periods UW/ 100949
V.90 4 654

2. Number sorties flown by US
aircraft in support of AM&k 29305

3. Number so.ti-a flec b V,
in support of AM$N: 2,369

4- Total number sorties flown in
support of ARYNS AA~14

5. Number sorties flown by U3
eirowaft in support of US Foroess VJ9C9

6. Number sorties flown by TRAl
aircraft in support of US Poroes, 5

7- Total number sorties flown In
support of US Forces: 10.914

8. Number COMBAT SKY SPOT missions
flown in support of ARYNs 141

9. Number COMA 3K SPOT missions
flown in support of US: lot lf DIV 201

9th nf Di)v 54
25th lzf Div 182

73d Abn Be 13
1st AT? 83
11th ACR 12
Other 5

10. bama.t of Air St;ikess 11. Ordnance expendeds

DA (DO) Bobs

IDA (1ST) 1.5-01 Rockets 37*146

Structures destroyed L CDV 4270,

Structures daamagd 1,196 NAPALM 18.13-6

Secondary explosions 0 20 2.6N-.500

Incl 9 69
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IDEPI rMT[A-1ki OF THE APMY
1 IrAIlQ, IA.?1r * ill 1 IfLl) 1 M, F VI ri 1,I

!,Al( fl ,AFJ I RANC.ISf(~()II,21J~o 16

AMC~-DOT

S\ uWWTI~ Operations in bmnund &-a" s~emi=nn (U)

*TO& an DIMYJBiTh1ZON

I- .Ltt&Ghei for Your information aLre suamries of preaentatioana.&*
at the Operations in In~undated Areas Seiiinar hold at 11 V7(RCIW conference
room an 13 Noroh 1967.

2. Prosentiat ions werest.

a. Operations in the RUNG UTD lit i~nf Div. (In.i 1)

b. Use of RAG Boats on CLUAR F&LLS - 25th IxfJ 'iv, (Iuol 2)

Ea. Operation 1AWAX. - 199th Wn 3de. (Ind 3)

d. Special Forces Delta Operatione - 5th 8BI. ('raci 4)

a. Training. Plas~n, and (cganizat'ian for ojp.rutiona in inuinatft
a~re"a-9th Inf Div. (Ino1 5)

f. Use of Mischanizsd/Armor Foroes in the Delita - IV CTZ UL. (Ewl 6)

g. Naval support for kzAci operations - U4N&YF1V. (huAG 7)

CT~I! AGC cfAT
Asdt. AG

DIBrRIBWUONs D
Plus
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ORM 010O 11 TH RUX SAT

IN181W DIVISION

i . The first presentation vms given by the lIt Lmf Div on operations •
Inthe RUMC SA. Dui 1916 the, lot Tinf Div nanduated *nevtim I~KAMMTWO.

BATON ROME and 0 BLB8CN in tli southern portion of the RMIG U? a TMe
inpAioa of the division was to conduct exteiuiv, patrolling, ambuaghs, aad
MSmch and destmoy operationsm. The concept of the opera~tion was to settablisuh
a forward os-nd poet an fire support base in the RWW lUT auA a logistics
bare nearby ictoh was also used a" a drying out area far the companies. In
general, the coapnie. conduoted independent operations for 4-48 ho& and
we re tbAen transported to the drying out area for 48-72 hours. A oombimotiet
Of helicopters and ARYN river assault grouR. boats were utilized to insert
and extract units into the various WAs.

;d. The diooussion of operations LEMIN 3 : II, BWON RflOW sad O&•MeESOR
highlighted practical experience* and the following lessons learnoui

A low level aeriul recon oan show the unit ommander locatioAe
where •umpped atresma and high grounds might affacd the VC a base camp site.
Simcs the TC do not nat up base ca&"p in the lowlands oc the mnuove swamps,
an aeri.•. recon can save valuable time by allowing the compwaW omdre te

pinpoint lbi. anet likely are"s of VC activity,

b. Stresa oroeain. techniques met be learned and pwaotioed Xrior
to operating in the ROSS. 8afetW manurem mut be strictly adhered to in
a river orosming.

o. The moot effective method to search an area is to alloV the
platoons to search independently, vhereby obtainiig a thorough s*arch and
full coverage of the entlxo area.

4. Radios that are not protected from wnier become inoperable. Bodioc
can be voterpmoofed by placing them in plastic begs and sa"ling them with tape.

v. trem 'orossings are best m•de at high tide when man ea float
&="a and tow the heavy equipment an asi mttreu cc. When tide is loW the
oexced amd. banks are ver steep and double the length of tir needed to. arose
a .iven stream.

f. There are very tew Me in the R32 3. omb araters serve adequately[ as one ship LIZ. LZ construction air strikes my be requested to meks crater

g. P P 24 radar cut was employed constantly at tUe bn fwd O*. Thie
allowed a minimum amount of a a security force and permitted tht aMmiu
amount "f personnel to engage in search and destroy eperations.

Inclecure 2.
15-2
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K_ Ar sUemmooksaeidseib n the CO FDN IA because Of the wet POUD~s
__The AWisehwoki unsa~tisfactory because of the difficulty of getting

e~x fte 4 vi Lvk sAM oujetly. Recommend that the hammock be altered Or We-

placed with a light weight hammock for operationm tn the R34

is &I boat, OpOrati=n (aIG M. Otfrers) exi larsely topene-ent
upon tievrain.Reliable estimates of the time enroute mast be ob-

3.Ample tim must be allowed tne ambilsh patrol to eparoer the
site, eat, maintain weapons, set up h5DUILIka and obtain adequate rest. This
takes more time in swumsp than on dry groi~aca..

k. Ambushes condiucted1 along main -rivers rni- at stream 3UflotioIns
throiwliot the R883 produaoed the best results. The Viet Cong appear to
utilize the rivers freely at night. The da.?iger or not knowing tim number
of sampans moving into an ambush site can be allae'-ated by us* of olaynaare
mines* PIlacing them on the :lanks '.f th. ambush site anM firing then -to
meal off the killing &one reduces the threat of addititonAl saspwas firing
into the aabuh site.

1. To maintain tha health of the aosswA, ocah oomanyw was limited
to 48 h~ours for operation in the R8S37, Upon completion of the operation wam
impseiiately after eztraotion from the smwamps, the battalion surgeon coMAontod
a medical exami.nation of the entire compWn to check the condition of feet

as Owe a VC bass samp was located in the RS8Z the destUnction of
the installation was a difficult task, since the necessary demolitions. cannot
be oarried throu.4i 'the MU~ teri.ain. A suppl~y of cratering charges, demo-
lition., blasting devices hela at the battalion supply point ready Sr
delivery by helicopters proved to be of great 'value in the destruotion. of
the"e installations,

n. A, method of locating coznaaai detonated minexs was to locate VC
mrkerst such as sticks in the water tbht do not mnove wi.th the current. These

inmakeru were u*"e to reference points by the VC me that they ouuld detonate
the mitnes UMARX 'boats.

0. fttrema gaution most be exercised in selooting landing *iteg
dfauisag mall boat operations. Tidal changes mod inoonaistmaop of the soll
composition in the RM8 oan hamper operations. Tide dtita obtained from

8 Is a valuable feetor In selecting time &Ad place. Detailed recaosnissance
insures th, best possible landing sites.

PO River crossirg equipment for exch platnora should. inalvda, a 100-
150 ft rope., Each soldliev shourld carry &n air mattress it boats are m~ot
available. The salt %tter in the RUM SAT will ruin air mattress*# ov*At-
nAlly, so eztra stocks shoul1d be requested in advanoe.

CONMlENTIAL
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COINFIDENTIAt
,j. fte pae oo0"t canage. 4onmS±4 rab~y in the WMWaOWO oveape AOh

unit ehoul4 check it. P&'s. fcir 100 Meters. Affrouiaat.Iy 280 steps WWe ues
to Measu.re 100 inster.

swamp. Rotatine troops aPprox every 48 Mum~ QA giying them a 2-4 day beeak
golves this problen.

a, The V( in the M88Sdid not appear to be well trained or A~SP"ive.

t. !he coEI11(yLNo looeated in the he TOO pr~oved valuable in 4so-
ord±inating mqu~izeastm with the VIE szd UE N&avy. Daly liaison is neo~ssaazW

3. The let Inf Div oonoluste4 that theie la nlo question of it's ability to
Operate in the RumC Uh, Thezre my be a question concerning the length 0o'~
Use a =nit can effective~y operate In this type envi= wnt booum" of insdioal
pr~oblem.
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1, 0 n yft UTprsentat ion oyeve the us of AMRvrAsut
Q-riiý%W4 WOW-ig OA Sier (CIeration iam PLMW.

2. UJWn NO boats from the AM hIy#, Plus local W ani 0D groups.
"tge 25th W Div conuated foiw separate operations.

3. In the first operation# WAG boats were used in a search al dustr;W
operation. The RAGe were used for tranportation on the y streams in thm
area and to search the stream banks. Beoau2e of the heavy veyetation it was
not practical to search from the shore *sde. The umbex of VO fouAd hiding
alon4 the bamks clearly inloateo this technique wae valuable. The aded
mobility A ability to position troops in pYZeVioUI insoceesIble areas ow
particulaArly noteworthy.

4. In t4h secona operation, the 25ta Iff Div used EAG boats to poeition
foroes alog the streams in the objective areo. Za additiono a reacti force
vas assemlid. aboard engineer assault boats. Again, the boats provided much-
needed mobIlit. After the nneuwver lemnata vere landed., the bests rieiaine
in the age to be used for fire support misslorn and to oyar water esoaperGOutes.l

5. On the 3d operation, RAG boats were used to position an eon.lopiag
fore. Surprise we the dominant factor. The noise of the boats ma ac-
oepted as normal rivor traffic noise IW the VO. The enveloping fceoe ws
able to achieve tactical masprise ad attack the rear of the TC positions.

6. The 4th operation was somewhat different in that the RAG boats were
used to block an evenue of e*scape. ).b,'er elements on the goun. pushed
the To fcaoee toward the rive area which we oovered by the 10 boats.

7& the lessons learind by the 25th mtr Div were$

a. Inats provied mobility In a,ý avea not suitable for helicoopter
or foot operatlom.

b. Bots permitted •arohilng streaa banks and plaing blocking forces
along Wat eroae routes.

o. Coemmd, blats are a met. When advisors or liaison persnela.
r available thag should be a ert of the comm group*.

d. A fast, small engineer assault boat me used for point sad roar

a. Avow putting too many people in on0 boat. 3

f, Use strea bank vegetation to cover moms*

Isolesure 2 98
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geOn searche&, move back~ and forth across the river to prevent

S thej VC from guessing where operations win~ be conducted next~.

h,* Use engineer assault boats for smaller atre*m And to MMrr
roaction forces.te ~ fr

i. Lad, rf and temaw(iesupport boat) cant be used -

* 3 ~~to establish a ftro geipm-ort b~c

.1 Ue patrol boats and helicopter gunships to secure the movmmt,
of the vain "msult g~roups.

k, Fire missions Srua& aerial observers and forward observers muset be
coordinated to provide accurate,, sale, responsive fires.-

1, Sacks and miricing pawel. should be used to help identify
triandly elements.

a. Liaison and joint planning becam important at the operational

n* Advance Planning takes from 36-S ho"r. Planning should be
detailed eowugh to provide information on signal noets supply,, mid methods
of operation. Dlifferences in Arsy and Navy supply items must be considered.

o. Rehearwsal and f.lardIr I tion rides are recozsnded. Com-
monioat~icce. and control masures should be exercised.

p. Possibility of attack by friendly air must be offset by sidmols,
ocordimtio~n and contact.

q. 0,ntrol critical points along the bank. Long stretches of
stream. that end in a bend are particualarly critical.

r. Fire control lines nast be carefully selected. Use of stream.
banks in unsatisfactory, because ccý#rol of the banks ile necessary.

a. B oat maintenanas is a problem. Prior planning and coordination
with repair agencies must be nede.

t. C~areful reconnaissanae and detailed terrain sdisare needed.
Navigation in a mass of streams is difficult.

u. A Ulghtwuight Life preserver is' needed.

C 0 H FI
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COVFIRENT1AL

a9threas cuh a soteta4 rtes

%" ppert!" VL- U ih areassotil su"Oato4 wnrsruotu
am o pomoe 1evlutonar ev'elopments the te~tain In this area isImU ro mVwihaabfko steep bmaked oamala, strsamg and. itohes.

ftw we& nmuber of fresh sn alt wUtr nersaes in the area. ftAal.
flucuatins ere Important because they dteraine what is sat what Is not

inundated..

2. Originating from aampWa bases dispersed tbroughot the wase, most
of the daq1Si~t operations were search and. destrcV and oozoan and seeeoh
umialons. Both helicopter &ad small boat operations were ocnductsote. fhs
ability to move by land, sea, or air is a must for operatloam in inundated.
we"*s

3* Rioht operations oommistel .oatly of ambushes set up aloft etremase
canals, sand rivers. Ambuahes conaisting of& rifle squad and a amablas gun
section vere typical of infantry units, while platoon also ambushes were
typical of oavslsy ambushes, Use of starlight scopesi proved to be ex-
tremely valuable. Tracer fire marked the limits of the kill sans, Into
which all fire was direoted. The patrol leader using the starlight scope
would then adjust fire as necessary. It was surprising to not* that the

saeambush would ba,.* repeated contact ia the same place in a two or
three hour period. Ambushxing 2 or 3 sampan in a 5 cc 10 Minute period
indicated the TO have a problem ooznounioating while afloat. The mast
productive ambuish period was between 4000 and ziW hours.

4. LU60Ma leagnd MOVOL

a. To be effective personnel often have to stay In wai~st deep
water; & drying out period after- operations Is a must,

bo A mall out is veryv lfteii to become infected@

a. 2he use+ of silicone grease an the foot is effective, but It
Is hard on sooks#

4.. ON* begs awe neoessary to build stable machine Sun platfarm.o

0. Mie discipline is important for two reabone; not springing the
ambush to(; eawy and conserving ainaantian. Resupply is veL7 difficult In
thim "ip operation unless helicopters are available.

to Operations in amrs&ay aross are particularly hard an weapons.
flae mast be oleamd at least tvidde a cay.

so Pfactio. and rehearse methods fec crossing strem.s Artioularij
iqpot&At are hasty or expedient stream crossiags, which should bk Included
it replacement training prowsams.

1 557 '0 CONFI EN 9 II



CO N F I El ITIAL
hi. Water survival is important. .kaOe good Nvimfmv Un 640h

elemnt to help othkrs.

i. Starlight scopes must o kept dry. *
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SPECMIAL 1(%CKS DXZ OPEATIONS

5TH SPSCIAL (RCIS GROUP

1. Thl presntatiob by the 5th Special Forces Group oowentrated oan
operations in the Mekong Delta during the 1966 floods. Detailed desoription
of taian, problema, •nd solutions to these problem were especially
infarinti,*e.

2. The low ground and depth of water turn a large portion of the Delt&
into a lake during the vet seoson (M•y to Sep). Because the 033X)G a USY
Lot only operate in but live in these aroas, they have a great deal ef
experience vith operations in inundated areasa.

3. ftperienAce and lessons learneds

a. Mines and booby traps becon loes of a problea when area in
flooded.

b. VC do not have base ares tut they do z~intain vw7 stations.
Way stations are usually oaches of supplies end veapons along the banks of
oanals ar at the base of humocks in the flooded areas. Tbus the TO oaa
continue to use this area fr infiltration routes during the vet seaon.

a. VC oere affected by flooding, the same wa our forces. VC
wore force& to move to esapanu, treetops, and hummocks of lan. His re-
duced nobility and support capability effected his moralo as yell ux his
operations.

d. Destruotion of bridges inoreased duxing the raiV season.
The VC used seaplm to tran b manitions to the bridge sites.

e. Mjor VC elemna- moved into Cambodia during the raizw seoaon.
Guerrilla forces vere lafL behind to protect caches and dependents left behind.

f. VC imbedded sticks in the bottom to zark kill zoane in flooded
are"".

9. CIDG oamps are easily flooded. Camps must be built so that
they are higher than the surrounding ground. Fill for walls ==t be dug
from outside -;he vwll., not inside.

he Defensive olayoree were put on floats. They tend"e to turn
and face friendly forces. Ninting the backs white helped determine the
direotion of fire.

i. ••bmergced mines hanme boat operations.

loC10-uro 4 102
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J. Inrest fire sufport becamee a problemi. Cam~ps are Act MtUm~ll
supporting ma location of indirect fire weapons becomcas ritlesl. 4.2 inch
and SIM motar f iring positions booam unusable. Main fire support canes
from aircraft and gunships.

k. Bemuse of the floode conditicas ma airf ields woe act
usable. EPreohuts drops into the water we"e used to resupply the eaW,
Stpplies were recovered by boats.

1. Use tops of well-built bunkers as helipads wa mortar firing

wo Use oil drums to build floating platforms " holip~as and
firing Positiems.e

j6 Use of saspans becames a =at* Troops must be trained to use
seampan without over-tuning teMa.

o. Probleni in comiad and control are exaggerated. Use of D-19a
Ma UK-13e as control ships is idea".

p. Operational nobility and, thereforet range Inereased with use
of boats. Jagistioal, support, we control problems at long ranges fzom
bases bad to be planned f or in advance a

qo lempaoe are sunk whoa not in use* Sunken sampas sam. be
ralad, bailed outq and used. If they owe net used, "estray then.

ro U-799 become Ideal ixdireot fire weapons. They are eesW to
fire firoa boats.,

so 3se ground fornation smell unit tactics for boat operations.

t. Use ounpauy sized aparations when flooded. 'Use platoon
eperatioub *em water level starts to go downn.

no TMe emp is often engaged at long ranges over the water.
8bbsbift guns two not effaotive. Rifles, X79s and vaohine guns are
better because rampe of engagemient, is longer.

v., Rsada was not effective because of distortion and clutter vbea
usat Over water.

v. Sterliit. scopoe can be used, bnt operators mast be train"d in
mae of them over U~tex.

x. Use of sirlboats perrdts a cosbination of naval, atr and cavalry
tactics. Planking wevoeps strafing runi, and frontal obangca besoom feasible.

y. DrIng plastic repar kite along when operating wiith plastie loeats.Ii15-10 u



S. Repair parts for boat mtors are critical. &ery effort to
anticipate needs must be made. Parts and spare motors should be oarried

&a. Pilter fuel at base camp when you put it into nla_%ite een.
TWyin to filter it afloat cm be disastrous.

ab. Prestock supplies during the dry season for the rai' ""on.
Type of supplies that should be stockpiled are: sandbags$ cement$ wire,
stakes, nails, roofinp materiel, 55 gal drums, boat and motor repair parts.

ac. Put a rock or wood core in the center of earthen berm to

keep them from washing away.

ad. Pumps are required to keep camps pumped out.

as. Plan for HEDEVAC. Use of helicopters is not almys feasible
because of the lack of landing areas. High speed boats which can evacuate
wounded to helicopter landing areas become a must.

at. Personnel air cushion vehicles (PACG) proved to be very val-
uable. The speed and armament of these vehicles further increased their
effectiveness. They were used in the Plain of Reeds# and traveled over water,
mud, huimocks, clumps of small trees, aind tall reds.

ag. Training for small boat operations must start early. Familiar-
ization with boats, loading, formations, and control signals are important
for all troops, Boat operators and both boat and motor repairzman must be
trained well in advance of operations. They must be ready in time to
conduct the general troop training mentioned earlier.

104I
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C CONF I E'NT IA L
TRAININI•,PANS, AND (aANZATION FOR OPERATI~m

ID. INUNDATED AF20

9TH INFANTRY MVISION

1. General. Topics discusseC 'wre:

a. Concept of operations.

b. Plarts and operatlons.

2. ConcerA of otw,,atiois: The riverine campaign will be essentially
a land campaign which -- ias on the waterways as avenues of approach,
rather than as barriers, Riverine operations will strengthen government
control of the waterways, which are essential to the comerce of the area,
and thu..strengthen governrmnt control of the population.

3. Plans and Operations:

a. Missions for riverirn operations are assigned by the combined
campalgn plan. Operational planning will be backward planning, as in
amphibiou- and airmobile planning. Starting with the ground tactical plan
to accomplish the mission, operations will be planned backwards through
assault, movement, and lcading phases. Naval forces will be integrated into
all phases, no'; just the movement and assault.

b. Operations will be primarily search and destroy. Naval forces
will provide fire support, logistics, command facilities, and mobility for
reaction forces. Control of flat trajectory weapons fire will be ona
coordination problem between forces.

c. An intelligence data base for the general area of operations
is being collected. Operational plans based on this intelligence, will be
--qde as much as a month in advance. Riverine forces have the capability
-C rapidly regroup and redeploy to react to new intelligence, even though
fully ccmmitted.

Ir.closure 5
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CONFiDENTIAL
}• USE OF WMANIZED FP IN THE DELTA

IV CTZ SUIMc ADVISCI

o. The IV Carps TZ ic bounded ty the III Corps on the northmaatt by
Cambodia on the north, and the Gulf of Thailana on the west and the South
China Sea on the south and east. The Corps Zone is a flat, poorly dcr~in
Delta region, arise-croased with a dense network of rivers, stron= mnd
canals. 3xoeptions to this normal type terrain are sifnificant in. that
they 1ovide base ,,eas for the Viet Cong forces. Eceptional ezcac area

a. The ceven mountains area whi. i is in CHMU D(XC Provinco idJ•coent
to the Cambodian Border. The highest c!evation exceeda 700 •tar = >
presents the highest 3levation in the Delta. The.•e mountains, while smll$
are heavily forested and rugged. They are honeycombed with caves and tunnels.
They are well fortified and provide excellent defensive positions for the
VO. Speoial Forces conduct extensive search and destroy operaiio'~ in thir,
omplex.

b. The U MINH Forest area on the southwest coast Ls oonsidarod by
the VC to be a liberated area. It is recognized by friendly forcs to be
a major VC base area within the IV CTZ.

o. The coastal mangrove swamps er,3 marsheb exist in the CA MAU
P-i nninsu1a in southern AN XUYEN Province and extend along tue coa•ta arfea.
of the South China Sea to the III Corps boundary. A small, somewhat less
dense ngrove swamp, exists in the northern portion of KIEN GIAM Province
adjacent to the Cambodian Border. These swampy areas provide excellent
Ooncealment areas for the infiltr .tion of weapons and materiel. They are
also utilized for training areas regrouping, and supply areas.

d. The ilain of Reeds enco'4passes virtually all of UEI TUOM
Province, a portion of KXM4 PHONG P--ovino. and extends into the I3l CTZ.
During the dry season, this area is practically a sun 6aked dry lake, but
during the wet season it is completely flooded. Reeds grow up to 6 feet
above water level. For the most part, the area is uninhabited. It is used
by the VO as a base area.

2. In the IV Corps area there are approximately 700 km of.roais. The
primary road, is National Route 4 from SAIGON through MY THOQ CU THO, 3OC
T•A•AG, BhO LIEU and CA MAU. Secondary roads connect districts with Province
capitals. A, portion of these roads becke impassible to wheel vehicles in
the rainy season. They do not create any special problema for MI1 3 traffic.
Bridges in the area are numerous, narrow, and barely oupport 1115 traffic.
These bridgeo slow down M113 units as the individual •l17 hAc to be ground
guided across the bridge in order to prevent danag or destruction. If 492r'

aracr unit. re to be deployod in the Delta, a zajc c=jn=ine,-,e ffort rln
be requirod to reinforce iai3 widen numarouz bridgea throughout tho ozrcv
Ton capacity varies from 3.5 to 6 ton2 on secondax-r roade 9nd up to 20 tcms
on National Route 4. Average width of bridges on aecoondvry rondo ic 112"'

106
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3" W.'Eyiz, rmary transportation routes in the On are the water-

ways. There are approximately 1,400 km of major water routes, and 2,000 km of

canals with a depth of ;d or more mters. This increAses to ever 3.000 ka In

t3 Wet sea0on. Ia J3r Waterways are the B&SSAC and MHiOX R1vts, oth nsvIjgzSlo
to o0ean goig voesels. Crossing these waterways is time oonsuming. There are

only 5 ferry sites in the Corps area. Time for one 1IL15 troop to aross at
these sltes vetos from 1 hour at CAN THO to 6 hours at CA0 LARL Recently,

a 2/2 Caw troop swam the complete troop across in 3;d minutes, covering a 4-
tanae of 1200 to 1400 meters. All waterways ari irmportant to the VC in thd',
they are heavily traveled by the population during the day, which ffeords the
VO the opportunity to mingle with the civilians without being detected. The VC
no longer have unrestricted use of mLjor waterways as US PBM and RAG units n•i
patrol them. During the wet season there are numerous canals that permit travel by
sampan which is not possible in the dry seabon. An a matter of fact, in the wet
season sampan traffic is not limited to canals but is poosible on open rice
paddles. River orit in the area are capable of carrying large pay loads rapidly
throughout the area.

4. Weathers The weather breaks down into two distinct seseona8 vet and
dry. The wet season prevails from Yky through December. The wet season re-
stricts the movement of friendly foot troops. Viet Cong forcec gain & limited
advatage during the wet season. Rainfall provides potable water to the VC
in base areas. During the dry season this water must often be transported in
from outside areas. Potable water in the dry season also effects frismay
forces as it suat be carried into operational areas. In the dry seasom the VC
for%)* are more restricted to major canal and wood lines.

5. Trafficabilitys a. The MACOV study team has -tatwd that 87% of thu
IV CTZ is suitable for armor operations.

b. When enterina areas where M113 units have never previously opera-
ted, a map and air reconnaissance of the area is essential. This reconnaiscanoe
should be performed by the commander. During the operationMl phase, utilization
of armor air observers who are familiar with the characteristics of the terrain
and tides, will greatly enhance the mobility and the maneuverability of the
ground forces. An a general rule 1013s have been able to travel without dif-
ficulty through rice paddies. In uncultiveted areas, movement of large nmbers
of water buffalo indicates the terrain can be negotiated by N113 units.

o. There are many important factors to mobility of Mf13 unite in
the Delta. First and foremost in leadership. Next in the mental attitude
or "mental mobility" of the commander. Knowledge of the terrain and how to
uee it, paat experience with field expedients to overcome obstacles, knowledge
of capabilities and characteristios of the vehicles and orgenization, unit
training, individual driving proficiency, knowledge of the use of the "dAisy
chain", multiple canal orossing, selection of best canal crossing cites along
route of march, use of the capstan kit and commercial marine anchors are all
necessary item of proficiency.
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d. Be time for Mil3s to maneuver in the D1elta is during pwfofit
of hig tides. We habitually use tide tables in planniag operatiom that
involve M113 unite. W.l3q can oresm oua.1 ct hi4 tite with little effort.
CzOssig, beoaes very difficult at low tides aend requires up to fire or 01L
times long to arose as it would at high tides. This ti beomue of ax-

va1ely nih beans enich increase entrance and exit diffioultIO. TO or*at#
entraoss ead exit the use of demolitions and pick and shovel In requraed.

apoid ounve associated with rising an. flling tides also make raimml W - ,-
ing veny difficult. The absence of water vean. the vehicle awt atotl&te
two to four feet of mud. Speed is lower in the wet s.amaon but the os•negn

•a of •Mous 0-il canals is easi•r. U the dry 0e0on speed is hi4ghe, but
the paddy dikes which are as hard s oouete slow the vehle down wan tsa"
up raak suspmnsion systems. Aircraft are used to heljý locate by-pa"s
and to A canal crossaog, suspected VO locations, objectives and OhOek-
points*

6. 0 a. At pr•sent, there are three AdRl l•fa•f divisions
Ia the IV Corpo area. They are the 7th, 9th and klst. wh ARYN divi•sioa•
one cawalry regt attached to it. This toem regiment should be equated to a
IN aqrAdroae or woh ba,

S~b, TW*~ unite were deleted from Delta deployment beas they e
• too hemy and had limited arose country mobtlity. Road& and bridges woutld

not support their movements. The X914 was also deleted fzom Delta deplaoyst
becamue it did not have the croms iountry mobility reqaLed to negotiat the
terrein in the Delta.

7. _JjWac l There are sany oontroversies conoe.?nigt the e 0ploymeat
of armor persnnel carriers. One school of thought is that the vehicle ahbWll
be ejpl•oed to oar2' the riflemen to the enwq' so that he is fresh to fIgh.
Another is tkat the vehicle is a combat assault vehicle and should be ned u s
a ta.. In the Delta we 'ijad a oombintion of both schools of thought. The
vehicle is used primarily as a tank but it is also umed as a txspwter of
inea7tr, All operations in the Dolu, emplqring M,3s have as a* uinim me
ML13 troop with one infantry, reconnaissance, or u/PF company attached. Me
1l03s ar disposed as follovws ; in the troop B4 3 in each of3 line platoons
sad 4 in the supPari platoon, for a total of 15. All 14113. have a- combination
of three .or fout saohine gums per vehicle; the support platoon also has two
57mm reooilless ritles and three Slam mortars. All of these weapons laive been
aounted inor on the carriers and are calpole of being fired instantly. Coa-
s"dering all isaividuai, autmatio, and crew served weapons of the troop and
of the attached comp&a, this is the most heavily a&ed unit within the AM
rnf&Atry DIivicion capable uf. placing all of Its organic fire power and persmmel
or a giv= ob 4oeotive. Total personnel in such a coabined aras team ancLlV
averaes 2P5 *4 250 own

8. bstjitAt a. During the year of 1966 amror elements In the 02Z killed
1,004 TO, captured 638 VC or VC suspects. These units also captured 315 In-
dividual and crew served weapons along with great qcuantitiee of sam itiez,
Nttuea grenades, clothing, medical supplies, documents and other aisoeelame as
war atariel. These f4iLres are impressive as they represent only VU killed
Or captured by the armor units. Estimated killed, wounded and carried off
the battle field or* ro', iincluded, 4lthough ye know war friendly oasus.ties
have been approxi"te2Y 4 WUi per/Xo.
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CONFIlaEFRIAL
b. ~ . aagperio of tUG WSWw G.Mft$a bed 73 ki11.A andi 27;e

vomdl;A hit. 6 a. £ve7 iavUab1@ mtio fac theA m is

M30city of the esmJtlea we" causd by Wl13. being dalmaed~ ar Atrqsld bry
aliss AM anatits* firs. Poroome2. iuAA& lftla b~e" - -' hs

1~ ~~~o *0 thembi. o th vmuM

9* 121110as fe en orps requiromants haepisoed a vaietyo amlin
anthe esed .avs&zy squadrons in the V? CO5 rangia fcom. their primm mission

of conduetiu offeusiv operations, to rostie missions of road semui4W. the"
alesioms haw t~eme the capabilities of the uainto to the faUests 11have is a
ieflaltU requIafrmat to introinee additional arma: forces Into the Delta to ae-
ooqliak essgmi al~mioasm. With sdiitionam3 a~velxr quadramag awe AWN battsliam
Gouam be releamei to sajppot Revolutilonary Development. these Smo watts would
be fo~rqe&ol to Ganout sweeps, zsaa", reeocnsiafusen and reoatlem ml..iin.

10. glfacrain diotate wheretra s m yx o my not be sagpeyd.
87% of *9I api ares is asu'tcble for the eap1leuent of arawr/usek &sf mnitl.
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A~I" SUPPT M~ ARMY UHRATIOUS

ii.Inrodcton RIBUME RIY~MM FMCE OMULTIOtIS rvras qaic

Le ___________t Th mobile riverine farce wc.23 xrig-inai3 conceived
as n &109 focecapable of housing and su;)j-tt., ax eoinforoed inf&-=ratz7

brigade with 6.asooiated s-.:.Iorting eloewna.. The na1vy contribution to such

Lift capaibili-1- of one river assul~t squadron is 1040 if a~ll 26 armored troop
caries (TC ar oeraioal nc uBdexolusive4 for troop lift. In.
addiion totheATC eac rier ssall.squadron haz uiszigned 5 Monitwor

-nloatices boats) andi 1 r-efueler.4:-*=S

b. If tvc river azssault squadrowi ware ansigned to the zobilz
riverine force, there w.:)uld. be an exoess lift capability. Ini ad.4itioLip thare
would be a 360 man reduction in troop berthing capacity resulting frcm tho
.Wditional embarked Navy )ersoonel.

a. Thus, it has evolved that the mobile riverine foroe will be @Wpc
part*! by one river &@*a=lt squadron, the second squa-dron viii support the
land base at DOW, T&M. Isa tempo of op~erations fluctuate, between the mýV*e
riveriond base and DOWY T~h, assaualt craft can be temporarily re~ssigned
tween the two bases. The two bases will be oajpabla of oonductwing oombin~ed,

iatuai],T supporting or independent cperations.

d. Ptesently under consideration ie a proposal to addi an APL (a
son self-propelled barracks barge) to the mobile riverixA, force. This voUICL
provide an increased troop berth.ing or-pability of 570. There are obvious
disadvantages to the APL because of its lack ef nobility.

3. 92sar rel&tionahipos a.~a The conduot of riverinn op4trationw b.TA=
and Navy forces is a new concept which will re~juire the utmost ooordim~tiom ama
ecoperaticia by all concerned. The oovnaLm relationshxips for riverize operafemtcs
s'?t forth b~y NOCT planning Directive lz-66 of 10 )ecembar 19646 have boem kaept
alexible purposely to mnrovAi'de counander with =,ý, leew1ay in resohima af-
feetire and vc~kabl* arrangements.

b.U5 ArV Foroca oorlaotizg riverine opare.tio-in in ZILZ =•'. rV Z21
wiil be under the operational control of CG 11 Z?= tko mxy exaroi--z ULU
opi-raticz&l control -tb-rcugh dani mtect rnbordiiMte M, lxr~rHyt~

o. US Navy riverine fercon All1 be under the opaLaticmai ocntral of
O(CYI0Vr who will exercise this control throuigh coinwandor riverine Cnsanizt
Zaroe My 117 (cckwIvoirr-B).
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CONFIEENTIAL
0P . c relations UO weeea CGO I, FFMCK, COMfw Tv WA SA4

IT corps will be one of oootdinatican.

fe GO•M relatie 'between the mobile riveriA force And the
S8en advisor IT Corps vill be one of coordination and/or nutual oupport.

g, Cewnd relationB betveen the mobile riverine fWco0 and othr
US/VIR fae"es vil-I t. one of mutual support. RelatiorA with RVMAW foroeri vi-'
be carried out through advisory ohannels.

he During riverine operations the Navy provides close muport to
the A . each service retans com,•and of its forces during these opcmatioan,

i. The base commander for all joint A*ra and Navy boamt, vhither
on land or afloat viii be the senior Army oommande assigned. tel&tioz,:
between Azr and Jkvy units assigned to a joint base will be ono of ooordi-
nation and matual rapport. The ALra base commander im responwible for
defae of the base.

4. Fire Power aend -rw0m a. The riverine assault craft, with the
exception of the ASPB are all conversions of tae LCII-6. The conversion design in
completely new. Safety of edberked personnel has been emphasized tbrough
the use of XM-3O-type high hardness steel and bar arsor heat round trigger
shields. In addition below vaterline hull bliaters provide hull, protecticn,
'ii e daft, end increased stability. Each craft provides ballistic pro-
section e-00mt .50 cal and 57ma heat round attacks.

b. Probably the greatest threat to the riwerine assault foree will
am@ fros oouinnd detonated mdims. The AM will be the principal nine countw-
meaer a 'raft of the force. This is a completely new craft devinMo for
riverine assault operations. Bach ASPB will be c-pable of towing mine sweep-
ing gear designad to defeat eocunsd detonated water mino' by severmsn eleotaricl
cables between the mine and detomator. The AS2B vill oe sapable of toving
the sweep gear at speeds in excess of the maxiznm speed of all other riveriz

S assault craft. Hull construction of the ASP1 is of 7/32" stool with opratc
poeitiona, engines and magazines proteated W• dual hardness araor capable of
defeating .50 cal AP and 57M r•ecoilless rifle rounds.

a. Zac TO and refueler will be equipped with one 20mm eannoe azi
two a50 cal mo•iss guns each with asseciated ak 18 40= greaane.

d. The AM will bave one 81ma mortar, ons single 2Ca awm c , a
twin .30 0&1 ;G conijvoted to 7.062=~ &.--l 2. s IS gronnado lzmmh=r ifatotin
the vioitit•y of ooxvains static=. T2= .)0 cal IZ will ba ban.fittcd to a
Wtin .50 ca lg lWter !n the uarz.

0. Momitars will be armed rith one 40mm cannon and asoociAtol .50
oa, W, an 81.m mortar, a 20= cannon and two .50 nsi• n•'with as•socited
18 gr=2*4 launahern. Ths 003 (oomaAu ~oam~micationc boat) h"i the C=!xD
arawznt &a the rc-ai~tcr with the axocy~tion of a~ ln 81 m-tx

2. hm AMAIo attn the pr nojvC]. r p vx C tile ri-,. 3 im. ~J

ATT'nri-111al1n
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*1 CONFIDENTIAL
C. Ami, Moniters and CCh will be equipped with RaYtheon path-

finde 1900 radars. In addition, 0C03 will have a Deoca Invl4stCC systea in-
stalled.

he All craft with exception of the CWs, will be equipped with 2

0-O46 Ma 1 110-25. The 003 in its capacity as an afloat OOO•N post
will be ;pcriei with 5 VRC-46, 3 010-1N4, 1 PRC-25 and 1 ARC-27.

5. Comaet of f1ture Operationxs a* River assault squadron nine
o@enee basic riverine training with the 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div ox 16 JaŽ 67

in the RUT BA! special son*. With the exoeption of one ooMP9uy, all personnel

of the 2d ]attalioai6Oth lnf received four days' basic riverine indoctrination,

This ms acoomlished by use of borrowed TMO RA boats consisting Of 7 LOM
troo cazriers and 1 CCOB. 3d Dds txaining completed on 7 Yb 67.

b. On Le Peb similar training omonoed with the 2d M~e, th sf
Divj however, as a result of numerous attack on minesweepers on the LONG TAU

River, the principal shipping chamoel from the South China Sea to SAMON,
ttrining van suspended indefinitely in favor of a battalion size operation in
the RMU3 U* Special Zone. Since 16 Feb, the 3d Bn/47th Inf and River AssAult

quadron Nine have been working as a elasely ooordinated team in the conduct
of search and deetrqy operations in the RUMG SAT Special 3one.

o. Peahaps the moet significant results of this operation, niokmamed

"River Raider P, has been the almost total suppression of attaoks on mine-

sweepers or other shipping on the LOW TAU River for the past month. During
this period there have been no casualties, personnel or material, to Navy
patrol forces, minesweepers, or merchant shipping resulting from enoW action.

d. On 8 NIrohp River Assault Flotilla One received its first thirteen
ATOe. Akil should see a steady flow of additional craft arrivals. AS.3e,
which are nm construotion, are not expected in-country priar to July of this

e. Fer the immediate future, joint operations in the RUG SAT
Special Zone 4we expected to continue with the second brigade. The RUNG 30
is not a glamorous location from the standpoint of large scale action, but
it is an excellent training ground for riverine warfare because of its syriad
waterways and thick -an rove owteap. Theme provdla a challenging envircoment
fGr swch and destrc7 operations.

f. UpOn arrival in-country of sufficient number of craft ama the
neoessary number of Navy support assets, it is planned to locate a river
assault squadron at DOE TAM to support operations staged from that base.

g. urrenelty, aubers of the Soeond kigsae and River Assault
Flotilla One staff are engaged in preparing detailed operating procedures
and relationabipe, organiatiomnal instinwtions, and planning dcocusmts. There
wae wF problems to be solved and details to be worked out, but from the

ehly successful results of our joint operations to date, wo are confident
the mobiLe riverime force will make its impact felt In the Delta.
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